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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION.
The value of nursery school education for the young deaf
child has become Increasingly apparent during the past twenty years,
and more and more schools have been established throughout this
coimtry. Educators of the deaf have realized that it is advantage-
ous to lower the age of admission from six, seven or eight years to
two, three or four. The deaf child, like his hearing brothers and
sisters, derives great benefit from association with children of his
own age in an environment which is planned to meet his individual
needs. There has been a change of philosophy since a writer in 1905
advocated that the mind of a little deaf child be allowed to lie
"fedlow” during the first eight years of life.
Psychologists maintain that the first five years of life are
the most formative. A child learns more, and learns more rapidly,
during the period from birth to entrance into first grade than at
any other corresponding period in his life. Many studies have been
made of the growth and maturation of children from birth to school
age. These studies have demonstrated that there are definite stages
of development which can be expected of the child.
If it is realized that the deaf child is like a hearing child
in all but two phases of his development, then it can be clearly in-
dicated that what is advantageous for the hearing child is also
advantageous for the deaf child. The average preschool deaf child
differs from the preschool hearing child in two respects — he
cannot hear, and because of this handicap of deafness, he does not
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gnwox ori^ lo*! xjolJ’soxrB© loorioe ^leaisja lo ejjXsv erPT
^ame-^ X^newd^ desq; erfd ^altisb ^aeiB^qp x,Isni£j33'xoai dosoofcjci asd dIJtdo
Bixld djjoiIswoTuId iedelldisdao need evcxi aloodoa oioxn fme o'xom bas
-aasdrt8VJ&B ai di darid JbesiLsoi oven laen odd 1o aiodsoijj&S .^:idxif>'Oo
od ame^ ddsie io novoo ^xla xiboiI noiaa^nuis lo odd lewcl od ano
bats aioddoid gnl'ined aid oill ^Mldo laeb ^dT .rmol io eoirid ^owd
alii lo noobllrio lidlw nuldalooHaB cbdiI dilenad dae-x;^ aovliab ^aiodaia
XfjublvlLni aid doera od dortaclq al doldw dneano-ilvno na nc ajjc nwo
^0^1 rrl lodtow s eonlo 'tdqoBOlirti Io osor'do a noocT ead oionT? .aboan
oil od bewoIXa ed Mido loob elvdll a Io hntjn edd dadd bodnoovJbe
.olil *io aiao’i ddj^io daii^ od.^ &alinb "woLTa'l'’
oia olll Io a’loex ovll dail'l odd darld nladxiiam adalfeoIorfoTja^I
^^Xblqai o'loia amael boa ^oiom anmal blirio A .ovldacrroi dooia odd
da narid oba'is daill odnl eoaaidno cd' ddfid rro'i'l loiiaq odd ^liub
need ovari aatfinda ^cooM .oil! eld nl i»ciioq aai^tiC)qp,oi*xco loddo
loorioe od ddild icoil nortbllrio lo noldai^d.ua boa xldwoi^ odd Io ofiani
aoijada odlnl'lob oia oiorid dadd bodaidancuitb avad aolbnJa eeodi' .o^
.blliio edd to bodoeqxo ad nso doidw dnemqoIaTob lo
blirio j^alioeri a edll al blldo l«ob aiid dadd bosilaoi ai dl 'II
-nl Y^Iiaalo ad nao di nodd ^dnea^oiaveb aid lo aoaaxiq ovd dx/d Ila nl
oqJLo 8l blldo ^nlmed arid 'xol anoaBadnavbs al dedw daxld bi>daoxb
blido lasb loorioaeroq o^sievs adT .blldo Inab odd lol ajxoasadrtovbo
Old — adoaqeai ovd nl blldo j^olicori loodosooxi add HBon'i anelllb
don aeob od ^aaonlaob lo qaoi'anGd aidd 'lo acnaoed bofj ^neod dooneo
speak and has little or no concept of language. Like a hearing child,
he has a normal "body, a normal hrain, oftentimes more than average
intelligence. Hie organs of speech are normal, and he has hahhled,
cried, laughed and cooed like any hearing haby. He has humor,
curiosity, imagination, likes and dislikes as any child.
Few educators woxxld question the value of nursery school ex-
perience for a hearing child. There are some educators of the deaf
who question its value to the deaf child. In a Discussion of
Helena M. Davidson’s ^ article entitled ”Residential Nursery Schools?
No I” many opinions were voiced for and against nursery school educa-
tion. Several administrators questioned its value. Mr. Leonard
Elstad, President, Gallaudet College, says.
Those who would place the pre-school age child in
a residential school must rest their whole case on
the value of early lessons in speech and lipreading
and the development of the use of residual hearing.
Important as these are, they cannot take the place of
life with father, mother, brothers and sistere.^
Mr. Howard M. Quigley, Superintendent, Minnesota School for the Deaf
states,
I agree with Helena Davidson that present day
residential schools are not suited to nursery school
training for deaf children. 3
Mr. John A. Gough, Superintendent, Oklahoma School for the Deaf
writes.
We may only contend that, under prevailing condi -
tions the nursery school is of questionable value. ^
^ Helena M. Davidson, ’’Eesidential Nursery Schools? NoJ”
"Discussion.*' Volta Review
,
48 : 494-513
,
5^, September, 1946 .
^ P» ^96.
3 Ibid
. ,
p. 499 .
4
Ibid .
.
p. 500.
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Mr. Elwood.A. Stevenson, Superintendent, California School for the
I
^
Deaf says,
I
However, grant that a residential school could
I
secure the necessary funds to support the "best arranged
i
and planned nursery school unit, I could not truthfully
and Judiciously support the plan. It is entirely wrong
I to take so young a child from its mother and hoard him
I
among strangers, and for so little time under instruc-
tion, which at best is infonnal, 5
I
Miss Myrtle Hornsby, Supervising Teacher, Texas School for the Deaf,
i
i
states.
Experience in this particular school has shown
rather conclusively that almost no benefit has been
derived from admitting children younger than six years
of age. This type of school has not the facilities
needed for the care and training of very young children,
whose problems differ so greatly from those of the
older group. °
i
One of the aims of this study is to attempt to validate a
nursery school program for deaf children. It would appear to this
student that a nursery school, which is planned with the needs of
little children clearly in mind, staffed by teachers who are aware
of the psychology of the preschool child, what his capacities and
abilities are and how his needs may be met, will be of inestimable
value. There have been mistakes made in the administration of
nursery schools both for hearing ajid deaf children. One mistake,
in the case of nursery schools for the deaf, is that, many times,
the age of admission has been lowered to take the young child into
school, but upon these children the burden of a program for a
V primary class has been laid. It is expected in many Instances that
506
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^Q'^a laad
i)ii/oo Xoorioa Xaid’neJ&leo'i s jario j/iais ^'iavs.«>H
i)05inB*i’ir< &bo<S ctio<jq;/ja oi abrajli '^^losaaoen erfj eiwooa
XlIi/xc'iB'iJ’ ioa iiluoo I ^^Lcu; loodoe jbonnB.Cq; Laa
ijfio*rw at dl .neltl add i'loqq.ua i>xiB
aniri L*ibou bne. ledd’on a^i -nottl M.LrIo a 3Cujc^ oa aiU’.d’ od
-ojjidarti loJbmr jciLcJ’ eIdJil oc lo'i Xtfia ^eiesutiic « 'Qnams
*'•
.Xacnoxfit ai daod ds rfoiav ^ncold'
jlaaG lol loodoa asxa" ^lodOBaT snieiviaqua ^'tde^•xoH ©Id’'riM aaiM
caroAe aerl ioo.'Oa ttali/o aIda r.i uorteli^rJL
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,n3Tf)Iirio jmtrox “io pninlarid iios siso adcr lol iyobeaxx
erld *io ©Bodd moil oa loHib amald'oiq oaodw
°
.qjjo'iji 'leJblo
fl ©dadilBV od dqmoddB od ai x^jada oidd lo etin odd lo ©nO
alxid od icotiqa 1)Jjjov dl .naxOIldo leaf) lol loodoa c*ioaii/n
to aieort 9f£a xidJrv JSanneXq; oi doiitv ^loodoa -0 dadd dnsXuda
0X3WB ©IB oriw anadoBod x® bsllaJ a ^JkLtn nl xlisolo noiJblido ©Iddll
ijTiB aoldloBqoo aid daiiw ^blido loodooiq; oiid to v3oIorfo-;B(i ©dd to
oldjamldaoiil lo od IIlw ^doai od xsan aJboon uld -.rod baa aia aoldllld/j
to nolis:idat.:tmba add ni aimm aeoOcdaixa auad avBd aiodT .owJLtJV
^aidodalirt onO .nt-'iXXI 'o IroX Suit, lol xidod aloodoa x'lae’asa
^aaiLtd ^dodd i l udd lol aloodoa "io oa^o odd nl
odnt Jblldo sawo''C l>oi©woX nood aaxl aolaalabs to oao add
a tol jsK-iaoKi a lo noix*ii;d odd aaibXirio aaodd aoqa dod ^Xoodoa
darid Qoortid.ani vicai nl .bodoo^Txo ai dl .btal aood aad aa^Xo x*ia®X'iQ.
the child act and learn exactly as if he were an individual of six,
seven or eight years.
The perennial question which plagues the nursery school teacher
is "What do they learn in the nursery school?" If children are not
expected to read and write, to sit down and "work", what can he ex-
pected of them? Play is not a waste of time, it is the "work" through
which the young child learns. Every experience is a learning situa-
tion in the life of a child. The nvirsery school offers an environment
which is suited to his capacities at his stage of development and
degree of maturation. Toys and play materials are designed to stimu-
late his interest and develop his mind and body. Paints, clay,
crayons, blocks and sand give him outlets for creative expression.
Large toys and equipment give him opportunities to develop and use
his large muscles and gain good motor coordination. The social
situation in which he finds himself should enable him to learn to
live harmoniously and happily with other people. He is helped and
encouraged to use his voice, to make his wants and ideas known as
much as he is able by the use of speech rather than by crude gesture.
He builds up a speech reading vocabulary casually and spontaneously
through observation of the speech of others, and as part of the
everyday learning situation.
The preschool child's Interest in speech and in speech read-
ing is a natural one. It is the time when a hearing child is develop-
ing his speech patterns and comprehension of language meanings. He
is full of curiosity regarding the world about him. He is eager to
imitate the behavior and speech of the people in his environment.
He is not self-conscious, but happy and anxious to do all the things
Jo Leisblytbat aa aiaw oil “li ae cIctoBie aieel fxis &ob JbLtdo ec^
.S'lBO’C d-jclsie TO iTovoe
iSLioasd loorioa ,i^8iun eilJ- BO|r?4 8lq doirfv loi^aaiip Isi/iaaiaq jifT
d-on 013 ao'ibS.Mo Ji ’'?Xoorioa vioBxvn oxTv; at nicol \;oi^ ob Xerfy” at
-.TO otf ABO XBrfv ^"3iiov'’ baa avob .tla oX ^oJ iiv bxitt bjp-.ai o:^ bojoo^o
ri3>joixl^ "3(iow” edX ai d-J; ^o.uid’ lo ad-aow a ion ai ^f^CI Jaerfd- lo Jb&dooq;
-nuiia srrimasi a el eynoIieaTo iT.oy'i .axtisol blirfo e.irf rfotifw
d£iGfli£toiivn3 itt*. aiollo loorfoa /loaijn eiil’ .blldo & lo alLtI odd ai aoid
bon dnansiolovof) lo jasJa aid da ooiJioeqflo aid od bodixia ai doidw
-wicidQ od bonsinoij oia r XjBittadfln 'isic Ma n^oT .noidaudani lo oe-isaD
^^Blo ^adaia? ,'5b<jd boa bala aid c;;Diovoi) bm.- daaiodni aid odal
ovidaoio lol adaXdAO nid ovig bnaa bn? adooXcT ^bac'^io
ooi/ bcw qoXoYeb od aoidioudioqqo tjUd aYig inoisitupfi ban e^od 0315
J
Xeiooa oriT .noidBoibiooo lodca bcov lirs ^na aaXoaiin oataX aid
od c'^oX cd icid oXdene bXiiOriB IXoactld ainnil od doidv ni aoidocdie
baa bo'jXdd ai oH
. oXtioaj loridordd iw ,Xl<i<iad bna i^XaaoiflOjciad oviX
33 nworoi »3oX>i baa adziov aid adaxa od ^ooiov eld eau od bogaiuooao
.oiAdeog. obtio aorid loddai doooqa lo aen aild '^d aXda ai od aa doj/ic
'^BuoQfmiivjqB baa v^Lai/aao '!ii«X;;daooY i^aiDaei dooovie a q;A abXiwd oH
odd lo diaq ?.fi doe ^aioxido lo dooo<XB odd lo noidavioacfo rlswoidd
.aoid/xwdia snioisoX 'isb^iavo
-fwrti doocxxQ ni dofj doooqa ai daoiodni o’bXido Xoodoaonj otfT
-qoXoYoi) ei Mtdo sfiiioori a nodvr onid odd ai dl .atxo r«»t...^pn r,
oH
. oania/iont oyou^arX lo noionodoiqiLoo brtfl aaiodda^i doooqa aid gni
00 logoo ai oH .Biiri dirodo bXiow odd jjniXisjjji ^diaoxiuo lo XXnl ai
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he sees other people do, and to know the resBons and the "whys” of
what goes on about him.
The nursery school can offer help and understanding to the
parent whose child is faced with the handicap of deafness. The wise
doctor or educator of the deaf advises a parent when deafness is
first discovered to treat his child exactly as he treats a hearing
child. This is difficult for him to do. The parent, overcome by the
'’tragedy” which has befallen hie child, feels that it is a problem
that he is incapable of coping with alone. He may try to compensate
to the child for his handicap by over-indulging him in every whim,
by treating him as a special child who must be considered first by
everyone with wh<»a he comes in contact. Or on the other hand, he
may care for the child adequately as far as physical needs are con-
cerned, but because of the child's inability to hear and speak, he
may fall to understand that there are other needs and wants which
must be satisfied. The child is ignored or misunderstood, and as a
result may be bewildered, alone, and unhappy in a world which has
little meaning for him.
Parental love and guidance is the greatest gift a child may
have, and no nursery school, however good, can take its place. A
deaf child is fortunate indeed when his parents recognize his handi-
cap early, and enroll him in a nursery school where there is very
close home-school cooperation. It is not the task of the nursery
school to teach parents how to be good parents, but it is a co-
operative venture for the parents of deaf children to learn from the
school, and the school to realize that parents cherish their children,
are sincerely interested in their progress, and have a great deal to
offer to the school in return.
lo orCd^ Jbntt crtcacsti oxU voxel od^ las ^oh- alq^oeq •s:'?>xid’0 aeoa ori
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molrfo-iq B Bl ;ti J-aiLt aleox ^£Xliio ajji nelislocf bbiI xioidw ’’’cJbesaid'"
©dBBXioqxaoo od v*irf eH .exiolo ddhf ^^Xqfio lo elaBqsofli 0I erf dsiid
^laldv iiavo nX old ^oXsXxr/iuil-'xevo T^d qxjoXiiaaxi Bid 10^ i>Iido end od
Xd daTLtx ioioLianoo od ieixn odv JbliriD Isloaqa s as alri anidaetd ^^d
6x1 ^nxxed lOildo odd no lO .dosdxxoo ni aoxaoo ori jqox-v ridiv 6xioxi-9V6
-siL>o eie ai)oaxi iBoiB^riq as le^ aa ^6d>«i/p©J&s i)lixlo add 10^ eiao x>oa
ori ^dooqa Mb iBad od a'Jhltxlo edd lo eexjBoed dud ^fcamoo
rioiitw edxiBw Jjob abeoa loxldo eis eiaxld dnxld iasdanedau od IJbsl jm
a as Iui» ^IfooCeiBhasTBlja rro i)6'iQ05ji al dlirio atfr .Xellaidaa od daum
Bsri doiriv LXiov a nl ^qq^ilxiu ims ^qxioXb ^iaistbXlwed ad ’^aa dXi/aoi
.arid 10 A i/ilxisaci eXddiX
XSffl Mldo s dlig daodsais ©oxxpJbiua baa evoX Xstinons^
A .ooaXr adi odsd hbo ^Jbooa lavavod ^looiioa .^leaxin on fins ^ovsd
-Innx’d Bid esifigooei adnaiaq aid naxiv Jbooimi adsnudnol oi JbXido Icoi
v.iev ai o~odd oiadv Xoodoa ^iiaaiua a xii mid SSvme ijns ^vXiee qao
cnoeoun add lo xlesd oxU doxi ai dl .uoids'ioqooo XocdoB-Good aaoXo
-00 a al dl dud .adxiaiac I>oo^ od os vod adnaiaq xfosad od Xoodoa
axld ooil nzBiil od ao’dblldo Isob I0 adnaix'q oxld 10* o-iudnoT avidaiaqo
^xioif>Xlxlo xtorid dalietfo adriotj?q daxid asiXx:©'! od Xoodoa odd hrtA ^Xooiloa
od Xaoi) daoosj a avad Xes ^aaoi^oiq iloxid xii jbodaoifKXxii yJLenoonla axs
.XTAiJoi xii Xoodoa add od ie!t1to
In this study, an attempt vill "be made to describe some
nursery schools from data received from questionnaires sent to a
number of schools for the deaf. It is not the intention of this
writer to make a critical survey of nursery schools for the deaf,
but to present a description of some of the nursery schools in
residential, day, private end denominational schools. Plans for
preschool end parent education which some educators have detailed
will be included in the study. In a concluding chapter, the writer
will endeavor to outline what seems to her to be a good nursery
school program for the deaf child.
She has observed end read extensively about nursery schools
for the hearing and the deaf child. She has incorporated in her
own philosophy any and all ideas which have seemed worthwhile. The
thoughts and suggestions expressed represent a camposite of methods
and procedure. The first consideration in this projected program
will be of the aims and objectives of a nursery school for deaf
children. Secondly, the type of playrooms, equipment and play ma-
terials which are needed. Thirdly, a discussion of the personnel,
the teaching staff, and teaching program for a nursery school.
Fourth, a consideration of the special and additional training which
must be offered to deaf children -- speech and speech reading, sense
training, auricular training and rhythms. And finally, a discussion
of the problem of guidance for parents.
Development of specific skills is not the primary purpose of
the nursery school teacher. She aims at the development of the
whole child, with a well integrated personality, happy and Interested
in the entire learning process. If this writer is able to make clear
0308 ecfiioasi) od’ ecf Xllvr d’cxoieJ^J'B its ^v.&trd’a a£d;t rtl
3 ot dnsa as'iiutiooid'aajjp lOO’Xl ^evlsoei aloodoa ^laaujn
airlJ 1o aoJtJ-noinI siiit &ou aJt II .%<3b sdd’ “lol eloodoe 1:o iscCciwrt
9d^ lol eloofloa ^ttoG’iwa lu xovtije IsoicfJt'io a eisa oc^ led-iw
rU alooiioa ^cnseraiii ariJ' lo scioe 1o cold’qtnciasL b ^aaaeiq od- d-xjcT
lol ansli .aXoorioa .Lsnold jnijiix^noi) bac odBviiqc t’'C^ ^Xoldnediasi
fxsIJtBdsij avert eiodBOjjfie aasoa riotriw floldsouj^ dxieioq bae Xoorioao-sq
•xortliv edd ^lediiarto aaXbuXonoo s al . /^trda add ai fsaibjiXoiii stf SJ.Lv
^;iOd'iwn 1)008 « ©cf od* iDxi od eareoa jBrtw oaLLiiJo od 'rovBsJlie XXiw
.bXtrio Isab 9rfd lo'l irwTcgoiri Xoortoa
aXooiioa dworts Imei haa fieviaacfo aart erta
lert aX Xodstoiaoofil asrt ariB .i^Xirto laol) orid” has saiiaart ertd" lol
driT .oXirtwridtJv Xecrasa avsri rtolrtw a33JbL XXs Xixs yas ^rtijoaoXidqL nwo
ul)orid9m lo ©d’iaoqxDKoo a dxi939iq,93 ©oBaauixs anoidBa88<^u baa adrtsiiortd
xaaX&^Tq; Xadoat.O'i*! eiitt aX noidaieXXeiTOO daiil artT . oiixXeoo'ia; Jins
'XsaX *iol Xoortoa taainn a lo BOvXdooC,rto ban entXa erirt lo ecf XXXw
-am ^Xq bae drroiaiXjjpo . amooix.oXq oq^S ortd ^\X1)iki093 .aoxbXlrto
^Xoanoaieq arid- lo noXaeuoaXi) a ^xJJbrLl^f^ .bobe&a ©is rtoXdv aXalied
.Xoortoa 'ciaaixin a lol ma'i^O'iq sntrtoaad rina ^llada aatrtoaod ©rid-
iiolriv sniiiXaitf XBiioXdXbX'S bne Xaioooa odd- to ixoXdaiaXianoo a ^rid-ujo*!
oaxiae rtosaqa bus rioescra -- uoibXlrto Xaeb od baiel^o srt daiim
aoXaaiiocXl) a .^XLsaXi JbnA .uiaturti b^.^^ 8nX.ilaid ialuDiiL*a ^vni^Xsid
.aduaxs*^ lol: ooixebXi.’B Xo moXrtoiq srtid Xo
lo oQoqiijq ^lamiiq arid doa al aiXi:i3 olXloaqa to dnacrqoXovaQ
odd to dnyttqoXoval) add- da auiXa ftriS .isrtoaod Xoortoa x'i'oaifJn odd
bedbdisdnl baa
-^qqari ^'cd IXanOttii'q boja^i^otat XXaw a rtdi«f ^bllrto eXortv
laeXo ertam od aids al lediiv a lid XI .RBOooiq xrrLcriseX sild-rxo arid ni
how these aims and objectives may be attained, this study will be
worthwhile.
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I
j
REVIEW OF THE LITERAOUEE
I
1
I
A survey of the literature in the field of preschool education
i
for the hearing and the deaf child indicates that since 1930 much has
been written concerning the psychology of the young child, the philo-
sophy and the methods of educational procedure. Many research
studies have contributed information regarding the thought processes,
the emotions, the social and linguistic develojanent of the young deaf
and hearing child. The Influence of nursery school experience is
pointed out in three studies.
1
Hattwick indicated that nursery school influences social be-
havior over and above the improvement which would naturally come with
eige. She points out that the group which had nursery experience was
more Independent, had greater self-reliance, and showed more poise.
They needed less control in choice of activities, choice of routines
and the making of social contacts than did other children.
2
Peterson compared two groups of children enrolled in a
Junior primary? class. Fifteen children had had previous nursery
school experience and fifteen children, with similar I.Q*s and socio-
economic backgrounds, had not previously attended school. She found
that reading readiness, vocabulary and Information tests yielded no
^ Berta Weiss Hattwick, "The Influence of Nursery School
Attendance upon the Behavior and Personality of the Preschool Child,”
Journal of Experimental Education
,
Vol. 5: l80, December 1936.
2
Theresa J. Peterson, "Preliminary Study of the Effects of
Previous Nursery School Attendance upon Five Year Old Children
Entering Kindergarten." Studies in Preschool Education. Studies in
Child Welfare
.
Vol. 14, Part 6, 1^38, PP.
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asui.\KaTiJ aar lo warraa
nolct Bojjjoo loorioBoiq lo ©rid- xil etfntii'iod-iX oriJ- lo xoytjjb A
Bflri rioixai 0£QI dOiiia daxld- eed-soXrinl bllrio l;iai) ^ritf j6xua galiseri ericf iol
-oliriq Slid ^Jblirio ©rii -^lorio-^a^ ariJ- SAlaiaonoo n^d-J-iiw aood
rioxaea©*! itnaM . a•I;J^)ooox^i IsaoitBOisbe lo oXori^aai eiid Jbna '<^oa
^ 8988600X5 ddaijorid- edt snlL'icgex uoIJ-acrto^J: bad-Jurfl-idnoD sTari aoliyxd^a
1b95 eiL? lo d-naoj^oIavaJE) olJuXi/saJtl buB lalooa eri^ ^anoWuice ariri
Bi 90£[oJ:xoqxo Xoorioo •'^xoaxun lo DonoirXial oriT .fiXirio salXBori fioa
I
.aelbuda ooxrid ol d-jjo
-orf Xalooa aoonoi;XlnX Xoorioa ^xoaxxjn ^erid- lyos^Bolbal ^ atoiwd-d-sH
rtflv 9X1100 xURTSsimi jbXxxow xiolriw d-actfievoujnl arid- oTorfa fjoe xevo xolvari
6£v ooixelxoqxo .xoeujn fxcd rioidw quoxg exlri doild cfi/o adiLtoq odS, .9^
.QBloq exon f>evoxla br^ ^eoxtaiXex-lXea xed^saia imri ^d-noJbneqeXnl oioxa
aoflWjjDx lo ooiodo ^aelJXv-ldOB lo oolodo at Xoxduoo aaeX ^abaen -^exIT
.naxbXJtrio xf>ddo bib aadJ adoivtxioo Isiooa lo jjai^Lsa eild Ixib
S
B at beXXo-me noxbXixlo lo aqi^oi^ ovd^ berujoinoo xxoaxed^e*!
I'l^eisjxx axjoivoxi jb-sd bad xxexbXXxio nood'li'i .aeaXo 'ixaclToq xoloixt,
-oiooB bxiB a'P.I xsIXcia rid-lw ^aexblido nood'Itl bar. ooaelioqxo Xoorioa
fcaxj-ol 9ri8 .Xoorioa boitxeitdfl 'cXawoi-rexq don bad ^abmroxs^^t^ oL-aonooe
on babXel-^^ adaed xioldatini.)lat bxis \,XBXi;dBOOv ^aaonlbaox snibeox dedd
loorioc. -i^xoaxuSI lo aonoijXlxtl eifT" ^ioiwddBlI aalaW adxae
".bXlriO loorioao-ti odd lo v^dllaaoaxe'i b^ xolvarisa odd noqx/ eonabneddA
.ci£^X xodtiooeC ^08X ;C .XoY tXXOldaojjbS XadnoiilxoaxS Ic Jjaffu/oL
c
lo Bdoolia arid lo -icbi-'dC ^xratotXa’ril'’ ^rtoaxoda«I .X» saexoiCr
ns'ibXiriO bXO xaeY evi*! rioqu eoxifiXnoddA Xoodo8 ^xoanx^ axiOiiyox*!
nl aaibiid
S
.npldBOxtog XooxiOBOx^ al Boibjjjg ”,£rjd'iB£XobrLm ^oXxodfiS
.qq .TT'Jxel -pX .IoV .oxbULoW blXriO
differences "between the two groups, hut that children with previous
nursery school experience were more independent, sociable and
agressive, and more mature socially.
Jersild and Fite have pointed out that the major aim of the
nursery school is to afford an opportunity for social contacts and
provide a social situation which will be a real learning situation
for the child and at the same time foster his individualism. They
concluded that children with nursery school experience enter into a
larger number of social contacts.
In an attempt to discover the influence of nursery school
educatlcm upon school achievement, Lane ^ compared the records of
one group of children who entered Central Institute before the age
of five with the records of a group who had entered school between
the ages of five years one month and eight years ten months. She
found that the mean I.Q. of the first group was 108.8 and that of
the second group 104.7, indicating a difference not statistically
reliable. The difference between the mean E.Q. *s was more signifi-
cant. The mean E.Q. for the first group was 95.3, 77*6 for the
second group — a difference of 17.7 points. She pointed out that
deeif children who entered school at nursery school age "show a gap
of 13.5 points between mental ability and school achievement,
^ Arthur T. Jersild and Mary D. Fite, "Influence of Nursery
School Experience on Children's Social Adjustment.” Child Develop-
ment Monographs
,
No. 25 . Teachers College, Columbia University,
N.Y., 1939 . 119pp.
^ Helen Schiclc Lane, "Influence of Nursery School Education
on School Achievement," Volta Review Vol. 44:677, December 1942.
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whereas the deaf children attending the same school and "being in-
structed by the same faculty, "but starting later, are 27. 1 points
5
lower in educational achievement than in their mental rating."
She indicated that deaf children entering school at nursery
school age show less gap "between mental ability and educational
achievement and that a greater number of these children attend
public high schools after completing the elementary grades. She
concluded that "the advantages of nursery school education seem to
be so vital to the whole future of a deaf child, that all schools
6
should make this education possible."
Kilpatrick investigated the needs of preschool deaf
children in 1932. Information from a questionnaire sent to various
schools showed that few schools admitted children at a younger age
than five. He found that eight per cent of the schools sent infor-
mation to parents of deaf children, and felt that there was great
need for parental guidance. About three-quarters of the schools
favored entrance at a younger age.
O
Miller ° made a study of the status of the preschool deaf
child in 193^. Questionnaires were sent to superintendents and
principals as to their attitude toward admitting the preschool child,
and to teachers requesting information concerning preparation for
5 Ibid
.
,
p. 680
° Loc
.
clt
.
7 Walter M. Kilpatrick, "Preschool Needs of Handicapped
Children — the Deaf Particularly." American Annals of the Deaf,
Vol. 77: 321, 1932.
Q
Melinda K. Miller, "The Status of the Preschool Child."
American Anna3.s of the Deaf, Yol. 79: 4l4, 193^.
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their poBitions, and a list of inquiries concerning the children.
She found that the majority of superintendents and principals
favored the admission of the preschool child, but were hampered by
lack of funds, space and suitable acccmmcdations, as well as state
laws regarding age of admission. Many school heads had not visited
preschool classes. Three-fifths of the teachers had not been to
college, and very few held degrees. The oral system was used with
all children, but
In several of the reports . , . teachers stated that
the child under five was expected to enter the class and
attempt the work given to six-year-olds, or children even
older, apparently following an outline of work prepared
with no thought for the young child, or by persons
evidently unfamiliar with the needs and capabilities of
the ianaature deaf.
9
She concluded that parents, anxious to place their child in a pre-
school class would find their best opportunity in the day schools, or
in certain private schools. Superintendents and principals expressed
more doubt as to the wisdom of admitting young children than did the
teachers who worked with them. She felt that more evidence is
needed concerning the advantages or disadvantages of admitting pre-
school children.
Wagner described the experimental nursery school which was
started at Clarke School in 1933. She says, "The progress in sociali-
zation during these two years has been most interesting. From crude,
individual investigations of the environment has come group play of a
^ P. *^25
Mary A. Wagner, "The Experimental Preschool Group of Clarke
School". American AnneJ-s of the Deaf
,
Vol. 80; 391, November 1935.
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The synthetic orhighly organized and Imaginative character.”
syllable method of speech training was used. She concluded that
the results of the two year experiment are difficult to determine,
as the group was not matched for control pui^oses, and it would he
impossible to estimate how this experience would influence future
achievement. She felt that further study and experimentation is
needed.
12
Scyster summarized the four-year experiment at the
Illinois School. The nursery school was established in the fall
of 1929 to ascertain the value and advantage of early training for
deaf children. The objectives were to "establish for each child an
environment that makes for the best possible physical and mental
development, motor and sensory control and coordination, satisfactory
development in speech, speech reading, reading and writing, and to
establish desirable habits."
She concluded that comprehension and use of speech and
language is the only difference between the hearing and deaf child.
If given opportunity, the deaf child develops Interests, play
activities and shows a personality growth which are similar to that
of the normal child. The average six year old deaf child with two
years of preschool training has many advantages; his mind is alert,
he has knowledge, understanding and use of language. His mental
and social development is more nearly parallel with that of the
^ r^., p. 392.
12 Margaret Scyster, "Summary of Four Years Experiment with
Preschool Deaf Children at the Illinois School for the Deaf."
American Annals of the Deaf
,
Yol, 8I: 212, May 1936*
13 Ibid
. ,
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hearing child. "His environment has not created hie Intelligence hut
it has given scope and material to direct and call it forth."
Rau ^5 stated that the first nursery school for the deaf in Russia
was established in 1900. In 1935, there were sixteen homes and nursery
schools for deaf children. Teste for hearing begin at one month with the
use of shrill bell and the voice. Developnent of the deaf child should
be regarded in the earoe light as that of the hearing child. Natural
curiosity should be developed and satisfied, attention span shoxild be
lengthened, and memory strengthened. Early speech education of the deaf
is quite possible, and the sooner it is begun the greater chance there
is to make speech the predominating medium of thou^t.
Benning has outlined a plan for a nursery school for deaf
children, discussing building and equipment, program, staff and equip-
ment. Howard described the preschool department at the Rochester
School. A case history of one child is included with details of his
progress in the nursery school over a two year period. Hoffman
made a study of the preschool classes at Lexington School. She
described the tactile, visual and auditory approach to speech which
has been developed at that school. She pointed out that the children
"seem to use their voices much more than they would otherwise and
Ibid.
,
p. 230
E. F. Rau, "Methods of Educating Very Young Deaf Children."
Translated from the Russian and Digested by Helen Gr. Smith. Volta
Review
,
Vol. 37: 51^, 579, 649., September, October, November, 1935»
Doris B. Benning, "Nursery Schools for the Deaf." American
Annals of the Deaf
,
Vol. 83 : 4l7, November 1938.
Evelyn S. Howard, "The Preschool Department in the Rochester
School" Volta Review
,
Vol. 42: 405, July 1940.
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-Virginia Hoffman, "Preschool Classes at Lexington School."
Volta Review, Vol. 42 : 69, 144, February, March, 1940,
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their speech is more natural, more fluent and less labored than that
of children who have not been introduced to speech by this method.
Whether these children will be able to retain this effortless speech
and the pleasing voice quality they have now are questions that only
19
the future can solve.”
The Report of the Committee on Preschool Work of the j\merican
20
Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf con-
sidered:
1. The aim of the nursery school.
2. Parental guidance.
3. The effect of the nursery school on the acquisi-
tion of speech and speech reading.
4. Values of the nursery school.
5. Teacher training.
6. Physical set-up.
The committee pointed out that material for the report is largely sub-
jective, based on personal observations rather than statistical data,
except in one instance. Without citing the source, they say, "Achieve-
ment tests scores show conclusively that deaf children entering school
at 2 or 3 years of age are able to take standardized achievement teste
21
at 7 or 8 years of age with little or no retardation from the norms.”
Their conclusion is that "regardless of the way in which a nursery
school is set up, all evidence points to the fact that early training
is of inestimable value in the formative years of the little deaf
child.”
Ibid
.
,
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20
"Nursery Schools for Deaf Children.” An Association Committee
Report. Volta Review
,
Vol. 44: 681, December 1942.
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Guthrie traced the history of preschool education for the
deaf. She shows graphically that from I87O to I900 there was steadily
increasing interest in this field. Between I900 and 1920, there was
a decline. It revived somewhat in the middle 1920’s, and declined
again. From 1930 until the present time, there is a sharp and steady
upward trend of interest in the preschool deaf child.
Guthrie described the first schools for young deaf children and
quotes Miss Emma Garret who founded a school in 1892 in Philadelphia
where children were admitted at the age of two, as saying, "Why should
we make deaf children wait until they are of school age to learn the
speech and language that hearing children learn before? We know they
can learn at the natural age if we only help and guide them and sur-
round them with speech, and only speech." ^ In 1928, the Day-
Fusfeld-Pintner Survey of schools for the deaf was published. It
showed that two-thirds of the pupils surveyed had had no preschool
training.
Guthrie summarized some research studies, and described pre-
school departments in various schools. She concluded that the nursery
school has not become an integral part of the educational system, but
that it provides "experience, group activity, social experience,
exercise for developing powers, training in manipulation of materials,
and opportunity to acquire information and to develop language." ^5
Virginia S. Guthrie, "History of Preschool Education for the
Deaf." Volta Review, Vol. 47: 5, 72, 142, January, February, March,
1945.
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^5 Ibid.
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Heider ° reviewed a stud;/ "by Eene Pellet '’Des premieres
perceptions du Concret a la concept on de I'Atstrait, Essai
d* analyse de la pensee et de son expression chez 1' enfant sourd-
ffluet” (Lyon, Bose Freres M. and L. Riou, 1938, pp. 398. ) Pellet
attempted to discover whether the deaf child passes through the
stages in the development of thought and language comparable to
those which have been recognized for the hearing child, and what
differences there are between the two at different levels of develop-
ment. According to Heider,
He believes that there are no specific intel-
lectual differences between deaf and hearing persons,
and that on the whole the deaf child passes through
the same stages of development as the normal child.
That the rate of development and the final level at-
tained are different he explains by (1) the absence
of verbal language which plays a principal part in
the organization of the psychological world of the
hearing child and (2) the use of gesture signs which
tend to reproduce, for the deaf child, the structure
of the less adequately organized thought of the
lowest levels of development. ^7
The validity of his conclusions may be questioned to some extent be-
cause the author has failed to obtain very little material from
parallel groups, and because the experimental sections "form the
28
weaJeest part of the book." Nevertheless, this is an important
contribution to the study of deaf children.
Grace Moore Heider, "The Thinking of the Deaf Child."
A Review. Volta Review
,
Vol. 42: 77^, November, 1940.
27 Ibid
. , p. 774.
28 Ibid
. ,
p. 808.
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Heider np-d Heider ’ have made outstanding contributions to
!
the psychology of the deaf. They conducted a series of studies at the
!
Clejrke school for the Deaf. Two of the important studies dealt with
j
lipreading abilitj' and a comparison of the written language of deaf
I
and hearing children. They indicate that after a certain amount of
training, there is little improvement in lipreading as such. There is
a correlation of and .64 with educational age as tested by the
Stanford Achievement Test, In the field of written language, the
authors conclude "The whole picture indicates a simpler style, in-
volving relatively unrelated language units which follow each other
with little overlapping of structure or meaning.” They suggest
that some of the differences in written language may be due to
differences in ” thought structure” of the deaf.
Three studies of the preschool deaf child are significant. In
a study of the spontaneous vocalization of two groups of children, one
hard of hearing, and one profoundly deaf, it was found that one could
hear most of the speech sounds in use in our language. ”Individual
differences in personality and social development seem to be more im-
portant in determining the amount and variety of vocalization of each
Fritz Heider and Grace Moore Heider, "Studies in the Psy-
chology of the Deaf; No, 1.” Psychological Monographs
,
Vol. 52 No. 1
Whole No. 232 . Psychological Review Company', Princeton, N.J., 1940.
Fritz Heider and Grace Moore Heider, "Studies in the Psy^-
chology of the Deaf: No. 2." Psychological Monographs
,
Vol. 53, No. 5
American Psychological Association, Inc. Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois, 1941.
31 Rudolf Pintner, "Reports of Clarke School Research," A
Review, Volta Review
,
Vol. 42: 767
,
November, 1940.
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child then the amount of hearing.” This would indicate that if
knowledge of a child’s range of speech were known, it might he of
some help in the voluntary mastery of some speech sounds.
In an attempt to discover whether the deaf child resembles the
aphasic child who "works largely in terms of single concrete ideas",
a color sorting experiment was conducted with dea^ and hearing children.
These experiments indicated that the deaf child does not just match
colors as the aphasic does, but selects a group of colors over a given
range. The difference between the deaf and the hearing child was one
of maturity.
As part of the series of studies at Clarke School, Eberhardt
studied the young deaf child's ability to sort small objects into
groups which belonged together. Her results showed that the child,
regardless of previous school experience, was able to make groupings
of different kinds. It was clear that the less Intelligent and the
immature child depended more on visual appearance in making groupings.
This experiment "confirms the results of the color sorting, that the
thought of the young deaf child, even before he begins to learn
language, is already organized much like that of hearing people for
whom words play an important part." 3^
32 Fritz Heider and G-race Moore Eeider, and Jean L. Sykes,
"A Study of the Spontaneous Vocalizations of Fourteen Deaf Children."
Volta Review
,
Vol. 43; 10, January 1941.
33 Fritz Eeider and Grace Moore Eeider, "The Thinking of the
Young Deaf Child as Shown in Sorting Experiments." Volta Review
,
Vol. 43
,
111, February, 1941.
3^ I^.
,
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A study of the use of language end social behavior of the
preschool child was made. Observations indicated that both hearing
and deaf preschool children enjoy boasting. The deaf child's lack
of language results in frustration in imaginative play and in ask-
ing for help. The authors conclude,
But certainly it makes us realize that the adjust-
ment problems of the deaf child begin long before he
enters school. Even during hie early years hie whole
pattern of living is different from that of his hearing
brothers and sisters. He meets more frustrations end
lees understanding of the ideas that he has in mind.
His play is less rich and his relations with other
people more simple. He is as definitely handicapped in
his social relationships as he is in his intellectual
development. This must have as great an effect on his
later social development as his language handicap has
on his later school life. 35
Knight 36 analyzed the emotions of the young deaf child, and
discusses the results of fears, frustrations, mental conflicts and
failures. She points out that the deaf, being in the minority, must
adjust to a hearing world. Emotional behavior can be trained, and
teachers and parents, in order to aid the deaf child effectively,
should be emotionally mature. She says, "The deaf child must have
contact with reality. He should be given satisfying, constructive
experiences, which will help him to conform with the customs of
society and to find a secure and useful place for himself."
Fritz Heider and Grace Moore Heider, "Studies of Preschool Deaf
Children." Volta Beview
,
Vol. 2.61, May 19^3
36 Maude H. Kiiight, "Emotions of the Young Deaf Child."
Volta Review
,
Vol. 44: 69, February 1942.
37 Ibid
. ,
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Eving and Ewing have contributed information concerning
j
the early detection of deefnees, auricular training and the develop-
ment of speech in very young children. Their investigations have
shown that the deaf child's babbling is natural and spontaneous, and
the limited range of pitch is not noticeable. At the age of two or
f
three, it is noted that the deaf child does not respond to speech
normally and that he uses gestures and ignores directions. He may
J
be passionate and demonstrative. They point out that continuous
inventive use of gesture by a child after the age for talking to
begin should be a warning that his development is not following along
normal lines.
The mental development of even the most intelligent deaf child
is retarded as a result of his lack of speech. The main aim of edu-
cation for the deaf child is to give him words, to enable him to
understand the thoughts of others and to express his own thoughts.
They urge the earliest possible detection of deafness, with immediate
steps being taken to lay the foundations of speech. ”It is therefore
Important that the foundation for the structure of speech be laid
through speech reading in the nursery or nursery school
. . . The
early years of normal childhood result in the acquisition, under-
standing and use of speech. At no other period in life is linguistic
development so rapid as during the first five years of childhood.”
Irene R. Ewing, and Alex W. G. Ewing. "The Handicap of Deaf-
ness." Longmans, Green St Company, London, N.Y. and Toronto, 19^,
327 PP.
Ibid
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This review of the literature in the field of preschool edu-
cation has indicated that educators and research workers are aware
of the importance of the early detection of deafness. The early
formative years should he utilized to aid the child in mental,
social and emotional growth. The concept of speech and language
should he developed as soon as possible after deafness is discovered.
The nursery school may not he the answer to all the prohlems of the
young deaf child. It provides, however, an environment which fosters
the development of the whole child.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF STUDY
f
I
In an attempt to discover what is being done in the field of
nursery school education for deaf children, seventy questionnaires
were sent to residential, public day, private and denominational
schools in the United States, Canada, Honolulu, and to the Director
of Education in Bermuda. No effort was made to maie inquiries of
every school for the deaf in the United States, although question-
naires were sent to a large percentage of the schools listed in the
“American Annals of the Deaf " as having preschool departments. Forty-
eight questionnaires were acknowledged, and data given concerning
the nimber and age levels of children enrolled, the number of and
training of the teachers in the nursery schools, the nvaaber of years
the school has been in existence, daily program schedules, and infor-
mation about lipreading, speech, rhythm and auricular training pro-
grams. Questions were very general as it was felt for purposes of
this study that a broad picture was desired rather than specific
details, "Comments” were invited, and information was received con-
cerning the hopes and plans, aims and objectives of many of the
schools.
The data regarding the distribution of the questionnaires is
tabulated as follows:
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRES
Nursery
Schools
No
Nursery
Schools
Kinder-
gartens
'
HO
Response Totals
'
\ ... . ... .. ..A... -
Residential
Schools 9
..
k 1 2 16
Public Day
Schools 15 6 0
•
U -
Private and De-
nominational 10 0 0 7 17
Schools outside
the United States 0 0 2 5
L ....
T0TAI5 34
\
13
i
1 22
_
A. SCHOOI5 OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
Three questionnaires were sent to schools for the deaf in
Canada, one to the Territorial School in Honolulu, and one to the
Director of Education in Bermuda. The Ontario School for the Deaf
in Belleville, Ontario does not have a nursery school. Two question-
naires sent to schools in Canada were not acknowledged. The Office
of the Director of Education reported that there is ’’no school of
this type in Bermuda/'
Miss Bessie S. Holzinger, Principal of the Territorial School
for the Deaf and Blind in Honolulu writes.
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During the school year 19^6/47 we had a preschool
class for the first time. Our teacher was trained in
the nursery school at Lexington School, Due to a
shortage of teachers in the fall of 1947 she had to
go on with her five year olds and taJce in new pupils
six years old and some seven, so we can't call them
pre-school edthough one pupil is only five.
B. EESIDEHTIAL SCH00I5 FOB THE DEAF
Sixteen questionnaires were sent to residential schools for
deaf children in the United States. Four schools, (Clarice School
for the Deaf, Northampton, Massachusetts, Idaho School for the Deaf,
Washington State School for the Deaf, and the Tennessee School for
the Deaf,) reported that they do not have nursery schools, Mr.
Virgil W. Epperson, Superintendent of the Washington State School
said, "I am in favor of nursery schools for the deaf children and
Intend to encourage such a program in this state,” Mrs, H. T. Poore,
Superintendent of the Tennessee School writes.
This is one time I am very sorry I cannot provide
the information requested on a questionnaire. For
years we have wanted a nursery school program in our
setup. To the present time we still do not have one
. , . Five years ago we drew a partial plan for a
nursery school building. There are still no immediate
prospects for its erection.
The Iowa School for the Deaf has a kindergarten group, hut
does not have facilities for a nursery school during the school year.
In June 1948 they will initiate a program "whereby the mothers of
nursery school children will receive special instruction at the
school," Miss Josephine Carr writes.
We realize that much can be done, and should be
done, to train preschool deaf children in our state
. , , We are using this short summer session to
bridge somewhat the gap that exists and to afford
some training in the homes for the children before
they enter our school at five years of age.
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Information about the nine residential nursery schools is
siamnarized in Table II. One hundred and ninety children, between
the ages of twenty-two months and sir years are being taught by twenty-
two teachers and three assistants. This is an average of eight or nine
pupils per teachers. Four teachers have received training in nursery
school procedure, seven are trained teachers of the deaf. Eleven
teachers have been trained in both fields.
The nursery school at the Rhode Island School for the Deaf
has been functioning for about thirty-five years. The Mystic School
nursery school was started in September 19^7 • Tli© other schools vary
between six years and twenty-five years in number of years of service.
All work in rhythms, speech and speech reading is individual and
based on the Individual needs of each child. Each teacher or ad-
ministrator who furnished information concerning the nursery school
indicated that he felt that the program was "successful",
C, PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF
Thirty-two questionnaires were sent to public day schools in
the United States, Information was received about fifteen nursery
schools. Six schools do not have nursery schools and eleven question-
naires were not acknowledged. Data on the fifteen nursery schools is
summarized in Table III, There are two hundred thirty-seven children,
between the ages of two years, six months and seven years, enrolled.
The Champaign, Illinois School, does not have a nursery school for
deaf children, but deaf children of nursery age are enrolled in
nursery schools for hearing children. Miss Marlon C, Quinn writes.
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"We ‘believe one cannot transcend maturation and in that socializa-
tion (social matiiritj) is the greatest objective at this level —
experience vith hearing children is the "best means of stimulation."
Several of the day schools have two sessions, dividing the
children into a morning group and an afternoon groupo The average
is about el^t children for one teacher. One teacher has been
trained in nursery school procedure, and seven have been trained
to teach the deaf. Twenty teachers have received training in both
fields. Information concerning the training of one teacher was
not specified.
Each school recognized the need for a flexible program based
on the individual needs and abilities of the child. These day
schools have been in existence for a period of one year to twenty-
five years. All schools were in agreement as to the success of the
nursery school program.
Miss Cyrilla Galewski, of the Kalamazoo Day School for the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing, described the plan which is being con-
sidered in that school. A nursery school, primarily for the benefit
of deaf children, will be organized with two hearing children en-
rolled for every deaf child. It is to be an all-day school. A
nursery school teacher will direct the parent education from the
point of view of child development, and a teacher of the deaf will
direct parent education in compensatory activities. She says, "We
hope to provide real nursery education and contact with hearing
children. We do not know yet whether our plans will materialize."
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Miss Edna E. Davis of the Spokane Department for the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing outlines the plan which is "being considered in
that city. She says.
Since our school enrollment is small we have not
enough nursery age children to ask the school "board
to set up a nursery school for them. Spokane hopes
to have a nursery school for hearing children in each
school district as soon as "building pro"blems permit.
We plan then to have our deaf children enroll in nur-
sery school with the hearing children for the sake of
association and the real nursery environment. These
children would come to our department for special work
parttime each day — right in the same school "building.
We seek association with hearing children as much as
possi"ble.
Junior High School in New York City has the largest en-
rollment with eighty-five children, with a staff of ten teachers who
are trained in nursery school procedure and in work with the deaf.
The teacher who returned the questionnaire writes,
I find it difficult to fill in the second sheet
(the program) hecause we have ten different working
groups and consequently ten different programs. The
program of the youngest group is one of socializa-
tion and school adjustment. The programs are graded
according to the age, time in school and progress of
the children.
D. PRIVATE AND DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF
Seventeen questionnaires were sent to private and denomina-
tional schools in the "United States. Information in regard to ten
nursery schools was received. Seven questionnaires were not acknowl-
edged. This information is summarized in Ta'ble TV. Approximately
one hundred fifty-four children, "between the ages of twenty months
and six years, are enrolled in ten schools. Ten teachers are trained
teachers of the deaf, four have received nursery school training, and
thirteen have "been trained in "both fields. The num"ber of pupils per
'tetXI ojit lol cfnvir^ 100,00 enfiMcxio eiU to ftivoO .S t^xxoS asiM
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teacher is lower In this group, averaging five or six. Each school
maintains a flexible program, based on the needs and abilities of
the individual child. Nursery schools have been in operation be-
> tween two years and fifty-four years. The oldest nursery group is
that of the Wright Oral School in New York which has been in ex-
istence since 189^ when the school was founded by John Dutton V/right,
The Sarah Fuller Foundation for Little Deaf Children, Inc.,
in Boxbury, Massachusetts, was established in 1888 by Mrs. Brooks,
in West Medford, Massachusetts. In 192? the present plan of teach-
ing children in their homes was instituted. At present, forty
children between the ages of twenty months and six years of age are
being instructed by three teachers. In the small pamphlet which
describes the foundation, * it is stated that
The Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children
was the FIRST school in the country to teach speech
and speech-reading to PRE-SCHOOL deaf children.
The Sarah Fiiller Heme for Little Deaf Children,
we believe, is the ONLY agency in the world to offer
lessons to children and parents in their homes.
The Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children
is no longer a residential school. The organization
sends experienced teachers into the homes of the
children to give individual instruction.
The John Tracy Clinic in Los Angeles is "unique in that mother
and child are entered as a unit. Parents come two days a week to
•observe' and attend parents' classes," writes Doris E. Chambers,
Clinic Secretary. The purpose of this nursery school as stated in
their explanatory folder is as follows:
* Included as part of the information returned with the
questionnaire
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Open to a limited numiber of children two to three
years of age and THEIR mothers, the nursery school is
planned with a view to the child’s all around develop-
ment — mentally, physically, emotionally and socially
— as well as to include the compensatory activities
of sense training, speech reading, speech preparation
and speech. This hroad program is made possible by
the services of a trained nursery school teacher as
well as a teacher of the deaf. You will note that
this is still parent education. No child is accepted
without his mother. Mothers attend one full day each
week to observe and eventually participate in liie
teaching, as well as attend the psychology and speech
classes. The program is planned to cover three years
and each parent and child upon acceptance is expected
to remain for this entire period.
Sherman K. Smith describes the nursery school in the school
which he has established in Tampa, Florida, as follows;
. . .
therefore our whole nursery school program is
somewhat different from the usual set-up. In the
case of children who have been with us for some time
we have avoided the usual retardation expected from
all deaf children and our four, five and six year old
children are educationally speaking actually accel-
erated over hearing children of the same age. This
does not mean to say that our deaf children have the
vocabulary of a hearing child but that his reading
readiness and educational pursuits make it possible
for him to go beyond the expectancy of the ordinary
six year old deaf child and maintain his educational
levels in school along with his hearing counterpart
so that he is not educationally retarded at all. In
this we perhaps expect more from our nursery school
children than is common in most schools. There is
scMe reason for this in that our students are hand
picked and the school is not open to be selected by
parents simply because they have the money to send
the child, but as our advertisement indicates the
child is only accepted because he is a superior child.
This description of nursery schools for the deaf is based on
data received concerning thirty-four schools in the United States.
This is by no means a complete pictiire of nursery education for the
preschool deaf child in this country, but may be considered as a
fairly representative sampling.
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CHAFIER rV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Interest in preschool education for the deaf child was clearly
indicated by the information received from the questionnaires sent to
a number of schools for the deaf. Sixty-nine percent of the schools
questioned about nursery schools responded by giving the requested
information, by indicating present and future plans for preschool
education, or by stating that there was no provision for a nursery
school in that particular school. The eagerness and cooperation
shovn by teachers and administrators in sharing information and future
plane was very gratifying.
There are five hundred eighty-one children enrolled in thirty-
four residential, day, private and denominational schools in the
United States. They range in age from twenty months to seven years.
This is a wide range, and would seem to indicate a need for clarifi-
cation of the term '’nursery school” and an understanding of the pro-
cess of maturation of the child so that educational procedures suited
to the ages of the child can be formulated.
A total of seventy-eight teachers and three aseietsnts, who
are not trained teachers, constitute the teaching staffs of the
schools. Nine teachers have received training in nursery school
procedure, and twenty-foijr have been trained to teach the deaf. Forty-
four teachers have received training in both fields. Tliese figures
would indicate that there is increased understanding of the importance
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of training for vork with very young children, plus the need for
added training in work with the deed? if speech and speech reading
form part of the nursery school program, as it unquestionably should.
A2J. schools make provision for the health of the child, in
some degree. Rhythmic activities and use of hearing aids form part of
the school programs. Speech development and speech reading is
taught each deaf child individually or in small groups. The programs
are flexible and each child is able to proceed at his own rate of
speed. Socialization is stressed as the most Important aim of the
nursery schools.
There is complete agreement among the administrators and teachers
of the thirty-four schools as to the success of the nursery school.
Junior High School in New York, is one of the most enthusiastic,
saying, "Results have gone beyond our most indulgent hope." The
Archbishop Ryan Memorial Institute in Philadelphia writes, 'Ve believe
that unless a child is in school by his fourth birthday he suffers a
loss that is most difficult to make up." Irrespective of the fact that
the nursery schools are located in many differing communities in the
United States, and that there are variations in size, methods and pro-
cedures, it would seem that all are agreed as to the value of early
training for the deaf child.
The oldest nursery school group is that of the Wright Orel.
School which has admitted very young children since the school was
founded fifty-four years ago. The Mystic Orel School nursery school,
started in the fall of 19^7, is "the most recently established school.
The Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children, established in 1888,
was the first school to teach lipreading and speech to preschool
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children^ but is no longer a residential school.
The need of the parent for help and guidance is recognized
by the schools. The John Tracy Clinic takes no child without en-
rolling his mother also. Parents are assisting in the nursery
schools, and are being given instruction in speech work and child
psychology. Summer conferences and institutes are being organized
to help parents of the preschool child who is unable to attend
school at nursery school a^e. The John Trecy Clinic distributes a
Home Coinrse for parents who are unable to send their child to nur-
sery school. Teachers are giving help both individually and in
groups to parents in the school.
It is being urged more and more that deaf children should
associate with hearing children. In one community, deaf children
are enrolled in a school for hearing children. In another, there
is a plan for a nursery school which will be organized for the deaf
children, but with a majority of hearing children enrolled. In one
city, it is planned that deaf children will attend the nursery
school to be established in a day school for hearing children, and
receive additional training at the department for the deaf which is
maintained in that school. One school system considers that social
maturity is the greatest objective at the nursery school level, and
that association with hearing children is the best method of stimu-
lation.
Daily program schedules were Included as part of Information
on many of the questionnaires. Some are very detailed, others indi-
cate a more general plan for the activities of the day. The great
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majority use the free activity time for work in speech and speech
reeding with the individual child. Schools recognize that the young
child needs frequent change of activity, refreshment and rest during
the session. All agree that the program should he flexible, and
easily adapted to changing situations.
The data compiled from the questionnaire gives a description
of thirty“four nursery schools in the United States. Data is in-
complete in that there are nursery schools in this country about
which no information was received. It is, however, a picture of
seme of the nursery schools established in three types of schools for
the deaf, and scattered over a wide area of this country.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMAPY AKD COKCIUSIOIiS
Increasing laiowledge of child psychology has hroijght about the
realization that education does not start when the child enters school
at the age of sii or seven, hut that it begins at birth and is a con-
tinuous process. The deaf child, like the hearing child, has much to
learn before he is ready to study the tool subjects which form the
basis of a primary education program. This preschool period is the
time when he establishes good habits of eating, sleeping and elimina-
tion. This is the time when the child is learning how to live in a
world with other people. This is the period when he is establishing
speech patterns and acquiring knowledge of language meanings. During
this time the deaf child must be "bombarded” with natural language so
that the natural urge to talk and use language will be stimulated.
It would seem that many educators of the deaf believe that
there is value in nursery school experience for the deaf child. Day
schools and residential schools have established nursery schools.
These schools have as their primary aims the physical, mental and
emotional development of the child, with emphasis placed on social
maturity. They are concerned with the development of the "whole
child”, happy and well adjusted. Programs of parent education and
parent participation in the nursery school have been organized.
Speech preparation end speech, lipreading, auricular training and
rhythmic activities are offered to the child in flexible programs
based on the individual abilities of each child.
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The information obtained from this stud^ vould indicate that
while there is general agreement of the alms and objectives of the
nursery school program, and the methods and procedures used in the
school, it would be valuable to attempt to find answers to the fol-
lowing questions,
1. What should be the aims and objectives of a nur-
sery school for the deaf child?
2. What kind of a plant, equipaent and play materials
will provide the best environment?
3. What should be the training, experience and duties
of the personnel of the nursery school?
4. What program of activities will be best suited to
the preschool child?
5. How shall speech and lipreading be taught?
6. How can sense training, auricular training and
rhythmic activities be made part of the nursery
school program?
7. How can the nursery school help the parents of
the deaf child?
This writer would like to outline her answers to these questions
in a projected program.
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CHAPTE3? VI
PROJECTED PROGRAM
A. AIMS AHD OBJECTIVES OF THE RDRSERY SCHOOL
Before conBideration Is given to the aims of the nursery school
for the deaf child, it vould he veil to describe briefly the individuals
who will make up the group. Each child is an entity in himself, en-
dowed with hereditary traits which have been influenced by different
environmental factors. The nursery school does not wish to mold these
differing personalities into one ccramon pattern, but to guide each child
so that he develops to the maximum degree to which he is able. In
addition to recognizing these individual differences in personality
and development, the school must also consider each deaf child from the
point of view of his handicap.
It is not the purpose of this study to consider the etiology of
deafness as such. The causes of deafness are important to the nursery
school teacher only in that she understand the history of each child's
handicap, and plans to meet the needs of the child with the causes and
effects in mind. A child may be admitted to the nursery school with a
history of coTigenital deafness, (the causes for which may be unknown,)
and with seemingly normal physical and mental development for his years.
He may be bright or dull mentally, he may be shy or over-aggressive, he
may have many desirable or undesirable personality traits. The teacher
can expect, however, that he will adjust fairly readily to the new
environment. He will be receptive and adapt himself to the new ex-
perience. He may be treated as any hearing child who is entering
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nursery school for the first time.
On the other hand, a child may he admitted whose deafness may
have been acquired from the effects of disease, such as scarlet fever,
measles or meningitis. There has been damage to the auditory nerve,
and perhaps to other parte of his nervous system. If the Illness was
recent, the child may not, as yet, have adjusted emotionally to being
deaf. He is still bewildered and lost in a world of silence he cannot
understand. He may have acquired some speech patterns before the deaf-
ness was acquired. These must be kept, if possible. Coordination may
be affected, and the child may stumble or fall easily. For his own
safety, activities must be guided or restrained if necessary. The
nursery school must offer a safe and secure environment where he will
be able to adjust to this new world in which he finds himself.
The child who is congenitally deaf as a result of German measles
acquired by the mother during the first three months of pregnancy should
have special consideration. In addition to deafness, he may have a
heart condition or defective vision, or both. If his eyesight is not
normal, the teacher must know how well the child can see, and whether
he will be able to read words from her lips, or distinguish shape, size
or color. She must see that the child’s eyesight is not overstrained
by use of materials which are too small. If the heart is not normal,
activities must be supervised carefully so that he does not over-eiert
himself. He must have frequent rest periods, and time for quiet play.
It is essential that his mental development should not proceed at the
expense of his physical well-being.
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It is with these children in mind that the aims and ohjectives
of the nursery school for the deaf child will be considered.
Physical Development . Foster and Mattson ^ state that "Any
good nursery school should safeguard the health of the child and should
promote his physical, mental, social and emotional development,” Care-
ful planning is required in order to prcmote physical well-being and to
safeguard the health of the deaf child who is admitted to the nursery
school. There should be a yearly physical examination by a pediatri-
cian to insure that physical development is proceeding normally, and
to detect any defects which may need correction. A program of vaccina-
tion and immunization will help to prevent the spread of contagious and
infectious diseases. Adequate nursing care, and daily inspection of
the children help to detect early symptoms of colds, skin diseases,
and contagious disease. The services of an otologist, a psychiatrist
and a dentist should be utilized by every school. The facilities of
hospital out-patient clinics may be used for physio-therapy or other
treatments which may extend over a period of time.
The living quarters for the young child in a residential school,
and the nursery school plant should be designed for healthful living.
To insure the establishment of good habits of eating, sleeping and
elimination, the dining room, dormitories and rooms for naps, and
bathrooms should be planned with the needs of young children in mind.
Meals should be planned by a trained dietitian, and supervised by
teachers and counsellors who encourage good habits. Play rooms
^ Josephine C. Foster and Marlon L. Mattson, Nursery -School
Education. D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc.
,
N.Y. and London,
1939, P. h.
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shoiild "be large, well-lighted, capable of being properly ventilated,
and equipped with play materials which will stimulate healthful
activity, and quiet play. Outdoor play space should stimulate health-
ful play with use of large muscles and development of motor coordina-
tion.
Ihe young child is easily fatigued end ovarstliiiulated. The
nursery school for the deaf child must plan its program so that in
its eagerness to give to the child all the things that he may have
missed because of his handicap, it does not demand of the child too
strenuous a program. Periods of quiet play, and rest periods should
form part of the daily schedule.
The promotion of a healthful environment for the young child
is an Important aim which should never be overlooked in the planning
of the nursery school. Good physical health is the rightful heritage
of every child, and the nursery school for the deaf child should safe-
guard and promote health and physical growth to its fullest degree.
Mental Development . In addition to the physical growth, the
nursery school must provide an environment which will stimulate mental
development. Provisicn of many types of play materials which will be
of interest to young children, and provide opportunities for varying
activities is essential. Toys and play equipment which can be used
in many ways are best. Observation of the play of deaf and hearing
children has shown that deaf children enjoy imaginative play as hear-
ing children do. Because of their inability to communicate their
ideas as a hearing child does, this imaginative play often breaks down
easily. Housekeeping toys, dolls, blocks, sand, and wheel toys stimu-
late imaginative and cooperative play. Visits to the farm, the fire
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station and the store provide opportunities for hroadening the young
deaf child’s horizons, and filling in the gape of knowledge that the
hearing child has aheorhed easily and naturally. The deaf child may
have seen a fire engine many times and have heen very much interested
in the hig red car. He may, however, have no idea for what it is
used, or why it is racing down the street. He may be a very enthu-
siastic milk drinker, and have no idea where milk is obtained. He
is unable to ask questions as a hearing child can, and the nursery
school must be ready to answer these unasked questions.
The hearing child has been talked to and sung to from the
time of hie birth. Before he is able to imitate the speech of others,
he understands much of what is being said to him. The deaf child must
be made conscious of speech as a means of communication and of inter-
change of ideas. He has no concept of the meaning of words. He does
not know his name or how to say it. Wise parents talk and sing to
their deaf children as much as possible, encouraging them to vocalize
and babble. They try to make them conscious of speech as a means of
communication. The nursery school teacher can help parents to help
their children in the home. In the school, she "bombards” the child
with speech. She must talk, talk, and talk. In every way possible,
she creates an opportunity to make the child conscious that when her
lips move, she is conveying an idea to him. Language should be simple
and direct, exactly as it is given to the hearing nursery child.
With the concept of speech reading, the nursery school con-
tinually tries to convey to the child that he is also able to convey
hie own thoughts through the medium of speech rather than by gesture
and babbling. She encourages him to talk to her no matter how
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imperfect his speech may he. The deaf child enjoys talking and imi-
tating the sounds and movements of an adult's lips. The young child
learns hy Imitation, and the nursery school teacher must keep con-
stantly in mind that she is being observed by very keen eyes which
note everything she says and does. Facial expression and natural
gestures tell the deaf child a great deal.
Emotional Development , Every nursery school should have a
calm, orderly and peaceful atmosphere, Eoutine should be simple so
that the children know what is expected of them. Young children
work and play best in an environment where there is no hurry, con-
fusion or indecision, "It's time to" is a reason all young children
understand, and the nursery school teacher must be sure that there
is sufficient time allowed for changes in activities. Good attitudes
toward work and play are developed when there are few interruptions
in routine activities, and the children are made to understand the
reasons for change.
It should be the aim of the nursery school teacher to create
in a deaf child the feeling that he is understood, is loved, and ad-
mired, and a very important Individiial in his own little circle.
Because of the deaf child's inability to express his thoughts, ideas,
and needs, he may resort to imdesirable methods to obtain the atten-
tion and the results he wishes. When his attempts to tell a story
or to describe an incident which is important to him are ignored, or
misunderstood, the child is left with a feeling of frustration and
bewilderment. Be may retire into himself and refuse to be drawn out
again.
The deaf child is Just as eager for appreciation and deserved
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4praise as a hearing child. He is unable to say "See my new shoesi”
but he is happy when they are noticed and admired. He is delighted
when a picture he has made is commended. Deaf children are naturally
affectionate and demonstrative. A hug, or a pat on the head, or Just
sitting on a teacher's lap for a few minutes, gives to the child a
feeling of security, and of affection. This is needed particularly
by the nursery school children who are living in a residential school,
and who quite naturally miss and need the affection end love which
they receive at home.
The nursery school teacher shoiald try to avoid as much as
possible issues which may result in conflicts with the child. Temper
tantrums are often the deaf child's response to a request which he
does not understand. Or perhaps in the past he has discovered that
it was an effective method of getting what he wanted. Children must
be taught that there are certain things which must be done although
they may seem to conflict with an activity which may seem to be more
pleasurable to him. There ere regulations which he must observe,
and rules of conduct to which he must adhere. In the long run he
will discover that what he has been requested to do, or asked to re-
frain from doing, is the reasonable and the right thing.
An objective of the nursery school program which seems to this
writer to be most important in the education of the deaf child is
the development of a good sense of humor. Little children have a
natural sense of humor which in the deaf child does not have equal
opportunity to develop as it does in the hearing child. Deaf children
as they grow older are very literal minded. Because of their handicap
they are unable to understand the slight differences in tone or
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implication which may make all the difference in meaning when re-
lating a story or incident. Many times, it seems impossible to ex-
plain what may be humorous to the deaf child. If, when he is little,
time is taken and effort made to develop this Inate sense of humor
instead of letting it lie dormant, the older deaf child will enjoy
more an ability to see the humorous side of life.
There are many times during the nursery school day when an
incident may be used to develop this sense of humor. Little children
enjoy being teased or having a Joke played on them. Situations may
be very simple, but the teacher should be on the alert to point out
to the child that there is generally a funny side of an incident.
If, for example, a child who has fallen is told that he hurt the
floor more than he hurt himself, he will generally laugh rather than
cry over hie mishap. A little girl who put on the teacher’s over-
shoes thought it very funny when the teacher, in turn, tried to put
the child’s red rubbers on her feet. Deaf children need a sense of
humor and a consciousness of the ridiculous Just as much as hearing
children, but it must be fostered if it is to grow.
Social Development
.
Perhaps the most important aim of the
nursery school is the development of social growth and maturity.
The child must learn to live harmoniously with other people, both
children and adults. In the nvirsery school he has opportunity to
play with children of his ovn age, with similar interests and with
approximately equal abilities. He learns to share hie toys and wait
his turn. He learns that if he treats others with consideration,
he will, in return be considered and liked. He learns from the
teacher’s attitudes and behavior in certain social situations as
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Many parents have asked the nursery school teacher, *’How do
you get Johnnie to sleep at nap time? or eat his spinach? He won*t
for mej” One of the great advantages of the nursery school is that
many people are doing the desired thing, and Johnnie, who is natur-
ally imitative, does it too. Also the teacher, if she is wise and
understanding takes time to explain to Johnnie the reason for the
thing he is requested to do, and acquiescence often follows when he
understands.
The teacher provides opportimities for and unobtrusively
directs social contacts among the children. She encourages the shy
child, and curbs the activities of the over-aggressive child. She
gives counsel when it is needed, and allows the children to settle
their problems when possible. She remains in the background, but is
alert to grasp opportunities to give help and guidance when it is
needed.
The nursery school is the place where the child may meet and
compete equally with children of his own age. He beccanes self-
reliant and Independent. He learns to feed and dress himself, and
to take care of his needs in the bathroom. He plays and works well
with other children, considering their rights and standing up for
his own. He becomes increasingly conscious of speech and speech
reading as a means of communication and interchange of ideas and
thoughts. If these aims and objectives are attained, the deaf child
in the nursery school will be a happy, well-adjusted child.
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B. HOUSIWa, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL.
Housing . Many nursery schools for the deaf child form a part
of the public day school department for the education of the deaf, or
are a part of a residential school. It would he ideal if each nur-
sery school could he housed in a separate building, designed for its
special use, with play, dining and sleeping rooms, toilet facilities
and play equipment planned for maximum beauty and efficiency. This
is seldom possible, and most nvireery schools are established in
quarters which can be adapted to their needs.
Dormitory accommodations for young children should be located
in a fireproof building, with easy access to exits and fire escapes.
There should be large playrooms, equipped with small tables and chairs,
and toys for out-of-schcoj. hours. The sleeping quarters should be
large enough so that beds may be widely spaced and proper ventilation
maintained. Lockers for personal clothing, and small, open lockers
for outdoor clothing, overshoes or rubbers, are necessary. Bathrooms
should be adequate in size, and equipped with small basins and toilets,
sufficient in number for the number of children in the group. Hooks
for towels, and washcloths should be placed so that the children are
able to reach them easily. Hooks should be spaced widely, and marked
with an identifying name and picture, so that proper hygienic measures
are Insured. Toothbrushes, combs and brushes should be marked with
the child’s name, end kept out of the child’s reach when not in use
for the same reason.
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If the children have their meals in the dormitory, the tables
and chairs in the playroom may he used. If they are taken to the main
dining room for their meals, either of two plans is advisable. They
may have their meels at a different hour than the older childrenj or
if the children must eat at the same time as the older children, a
small part of the main dining room may be screened off to make a
private dining comer. Young children need a quiet, orderly room in
which to eat. There are too many distractions, and oftentimes con-
fusion, when a large number of children are eating in the same room.
The preschool child should be isolated frcan the large number of older
children as much as possible.
Equipment
. The nursery school may adjoin the dormitory or it
may be a separate unit. In either case, the minimum requirements are
the same. They would also be the same for a nursery school in a day
school for the deaf.
One playroom and one activity room are needed. There should
be adequate cupboard, storage space, and shelves for toys and play
materials. They should be designed for eye appeal as well as useful-
ness. Walls, tables, chairs and other equipment can be painted in
pleasing colors as easily as ugly ones. If the floors are covered
with linoleum, they are more easily cleaned and are more sanitary
for yoinag children who play a great dead on the floor.
A third room, or at least, a screened off portion of the
activity room is needed for a "work” room for the deaf child. This
may be used exclusively for the individual teaching of speech and
speech reading. Quiet and privacy ere needed to maintain rapport
with a young child who is attempting to master the intricacies of
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speech, or to "build up a lipreading vocabulary. All the pictures,
objects and other materials used may be kept in this "work room” so
that they are not made part of the play materials which the children
may use freely.
Bathroom facilities should adjoin the playroom and should be
easily accessible to the play yard outdoors. Young children need to
go to the bathroom frequently, and much time and energy is wasted by
teachers and children if tripe to and from the toilet are long or
inconvenient.
The playroom should be equipped with blocks, a sand table end
housekeeping toys, such as dolls, dishes, carriage and doll beds.
There should be push and pull toys, a small seesaw, climbing apparatus,
wagon and tricycles, and if possible, a wood-working bench with saw,
hammer and nails. These toys and play materials stimulate imaginative
and constructive activities. They aid the child to develop good
coordination, and to exercise growing muscles.
The activity room should be equipped with small tables and
chairs which may be moved end regrouped easily. A piano is needed
for rhythms, as well as bells, drums, rhythm sticks, cymbals and
xylophone for a toy orchestra. One comer of the room may be used
for a library corner, with books and picture books on open shelves.
Small, movable screens are useful for creating units in a large
room. An easel, materials for finger painting, puzzles, beads for
stringing, pegs, crayons, construction paper, scissors, old magazines,
plastocene, and sense training materials such as graduated towers and
form boards are essential. Pictures, which are hung at the child*
s
eye level and are of interest to him should be displayed, and changed
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at frequent Intervals.
These materials provide endless hours of creative end expressive
2
activity for the young child. Foster end Mattson say, ”To he good
for construction by a young child, the material must be easy to manipu-
late, must not overtax the eyes or muscles, and must produce results
quickly."
The outdoor play yard should be large enough to permit free,
active play of the children, but small enough and free from obstruc-
tions so that it cen be supervised properly. It should be enclosed
by a fence, and equipped with a gate vhlch the children are not able
to open. It is impossible to watch a group of children if they are
allowed to wander over a large area and to use wheeled toys on side-
walks or pavement. Many young children are allowed by parents to play
in front yards and on sidewalks before their horn© with little or no
regard for the dangers of passing cars and backing trucks. Children
have little regard for time, and their interest in one activity is
fleeting. The danger of wandering away, or riding a tricycle or
pulling a wagon across streets and through dangerous traffic is very
great. The nursery school teacher who assumes responsibility for
children who are not her own should be overzealous in precautions for
their safety. It is the opinion of this writer that the supervision
of the play and education of yoimg children entrusted to the cere of
a nursery school should at all times be influenced by the thought that
parents should be able to rest securely in the belief that their
children are being cared for as vigilantly as they would be at home.
2 Ibid
., p. 253
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Equipment in the pla;y yard need not he elahorete or expensive.
Many pieces of apparatus may he made hy the school woodworking or
carpenter shop, Yoimg children, who are in the motor stage of develop-
ment need opportunities to jump, climh, swing, crawl, ride end dig*
Equipment which is adaptable to many uses is most successful.
A sandhoi with cans, shovels and sieves encourages social and
imaginative play. A Jungle gym, swings, slide, see -saws, ladders,
harrels and walking hoards stimulate active and healthful activity.
Wagons, wheelharrows, tricycles and kiddy cars can he used most
effectively on concrete runways, and ere enjoyed hy the children in
many ways. Large hollow blocks are excellent for use out-of-doors.
The child can carry them readily from one section of the play area to
another as they are light and easy to handle. Children often build
houses, garages, schools and stores. Children enjoy a large packing
box or case for a play house. This with the hollow blocks make an
excellent combination. Balls of all kinds and sizes can be used in
many games, and Jump ropes have many uses.
A closet in the play yard is convenient for storing the movable
equipment. It should be adequate in size, and easily accessible to the
children. Habits of order and a spirit of cooperation are built up
when such chores as putting toys away are easily accomplished. If it
is necessary to take the large toys indoors when they are not in use,
a ramp is much preferable to stairs for easy transportation.
Outdoor play, when the weather is permissible, is vital to the
health and well-being of the young child. Nursery school children
should spend as large a part of the day outdoors as possible. Well-
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designed play materials and equipment vlll proYlde many opportunities
for exercise, Imaginative and constructive play, and social contacts
among the children.
Personnel . The staff of a nursery school should he adequate
to maintain proper supervision of each child enrolled in the group.
Administrators of a school vho aasume obligation for the care and
education of a child should have the utmost concern for his safety
and well-being. A sense of responsibility for the safe-guarding of
health, and the development of mental, emotional and social growth
is so essential that It should dominate all thought in the selection
of the staff of the school for young children.
The number of teachers who are needed in the nursery school
depends upon the number of children enrolled in the group. When the
group is very small, one teacher may be able to teach the children
without undue difficulty. It seems to this writer, however, that
there should be two adults assigned to any group of small children.
Situations arise when it is necessary for an adult to attend to one
child who may be ill, or have had a slight injury which needs atten-
tion, or may have to be taken to some other part of the school for
some reason. If two teachers are not available, or are not necessary
from the educational standpoint, the single teacher should be provided
with an assistant, possibly not a trained teacher, to whom she can
delegate responsibility. Young children are not mature enough to be
left, or to be sent to another part of a building alone. An adult
should be with the children at all times.
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Teachers should he trained in nursery school procedure, and
in addition have training in work for the deaf. They should have
experience in teaching hearing children, and thorough knowledge of
the needs and abilities of the young child. The teachers should he
mature socially and emotionally, and have a real liking for children.
Their responsibility is the education of the child from the
standpoint of all-aroiuid development. This means, above all, the
education of a child who is deaf, not of a ’’poor, little, afflicted"
child who must be treated as a special case. Teachers who have had
experience with hearing children will find that methods and pro-
cedxires which have been proved successful with the hearing will
prove as adequate with the deaf child. A teacher who has knowledge
of and training for work with young children will demand performance
which is expected of a child of hie age.
It is difficult for the nursery school teacher, who is
responsible for the education of a group of children, to give the
individual training in speech reeiding and speech development. Inter-
ruptions and minor emergencies are constantly arising, and many times
a lesson must be put aside to attend to a cut finger, or to settle a
difference of opinion among the children. The most desirable plan
is to have a trained teacher of the deaf, who has had experience in
nursery school methods, give this type of instruction. She would
work with each child individually, or in small groups, each day. She
would have no responsibility in conducting the nursery school, but
would work in very close cooperation with the teachers of the group.
Interruptions in the teaching of speech and speech reading would be
reduced to a minimum, and instruction would be given regularly and
m !
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Aurlcxilar training and rhythmic activities which are part of
the program can he undertaken hy the nursery teacher, but should be
closely supervised by a teacher trained in this type of work.
I
The nursing staff of a nursery school, particularly one in a
residential school, should have pediatric training, and have had ex-
perience with exceptional children. It is advantageous if the nurses
have had training in nursery school methods, and have a liking and
understanding of young children. It is the task of the nurse to make
a daily inspection of the children as a means of controlling the spread
of contagious or infectious disease. She should have supervision of
the nursery school, and the dormitory in a residential school, in so
far as provisions for healthful living and the physical needs of the
child are concerned. She should keep records of ^e physician’s ex-
aminations, the otologist’s reports, and the dental records, emula-
tive records of the child’s medical history, hei^t and weight, and
immunization and vaccination programs should be kept. The nurse must
coordinate and supervise any and all arrangements which in any way
pertain to the health of the child.
In the residential school for the deaf, a staff of counsellors
is necessary to care for the children in their out-of-school hours.
It is important that these women have a genuine love for little
children, some knowledge of the psychology of the preschool child, and
a capacity for supervising a group with interest and affection for
their charges. They take the place of the parent in the physical care
of the child, and should be responsible for personal cleanliness, the
care of clothing, and the establishment of good habits of eating.
.
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sleeping, and elimination. They should endeavor to maintain as home-
like an atmosphere as possible, and to regard each child in the group
as an individual. The number of children for whom a counsellor is
responsible should be kept reasonably low so that each child is ade-
quately cared for, and receives Individual attention and affection.
Many other people are essential to the nursery school set-up
-- dietitian, cooks, Janitors and waitresses, for example. Except in
a few cases, they form part of the staff of a larger school in which
the nursery school is conducted. They do not come in contact with the
young children in the school, and consideration of their qualifica-
tions and duties is not essential. However, the teachers, nurses, and
counsellors are directly responsible for the well-being and the educa-
tion of the young child, and should be selected with these responsi-
bilities in mind.
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I Two considerations should be kept in mind in considering a
j
I
I
daily program for a nursery school. The daily routine should be simple,
I
very flexible, and not fatiguing or over-stimulating to the child. A
three or four year old child cannot follow a daily schedule which is
{
j
designed for older children — he is not physically, mentally or
i
emotionally able to do so. Secondly, hie daily life should be as nearly
like a homelike, family life as possible. Ohe child who lives in a city
or community where there is a nursery school which he can attend daily,
returning home after school as his hearing brothers and sisters do, is
fortunate. E© is with his family for a large part of the day. Els
mother is able to attend the school as a visitor or assistant and becomes
acquainted with the work and the methods of the teachers. The child
leads a normal, daily life, at home and at school. This is not possible
in a great many cases, however, and nursery schools have been established
in large residential and private schools. It is the duty of the staffs
of these schools to plan the dally activities of the children entrusted
to them so that they are not engulfed in the organization and made to
i
conform to rules and schedules which are designed to meet the needs of
older children.
Day schools usually begin about eight forty-five and either
i close at noon when the child goes home for dinner and rest, or continue
I
until three or four o'clock. Including dinner and rest in the school
program. This means that "school" time is about three hours. During
i this time there must be play time, work in lipreading, speech and
auricular training, some sense training and rhythms. It is difficult
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to include all the activities that are essential to a good nursery
school program without haste, confusion and disorder. Each teacher
can must adjust a general plan to meet immediate interests and
needs. For example, a teacher may plan a fifteen minute lipreading
lesson with a group of children, and find that they are interested in
an activity at that time. The wise teacher adjusts her previously
conceived plan to the new situation. Oftentimes young children are
interested in a project which is worthwhile and is of interest and
value to them. It is with mistaken zeal that a teacher interrupts
this activity. A more interesting lesson to the children will result
if the situation at hand is utilized for the work she has planned. It
does not follow that children should never he interrupted in their play,
or that they he allowed complete freedom to do Just as they please.
There are certain routine activities which are part of the n\irsery
school program each day, such as toilet, lunch, trips to the rhythm
room, or time for the hearing aids. Children soon learn that there are
certain times when a specific activity should take place. Sufficient
time should he taken so that routine changes ere made without con-
fusion or disorder. Young children need a "warning” and a reasonable
length of time before the next activity begins.
This writer believes that there should be no set "periods" in
the nursery school program. A general plan of work is more effective.
On Monday at 9:15, ib is more than possible that neither children nor
teachers will be interested in learning "commands". If the half hour
between 9:00 and 9:30 is designated as a group time, with a number of
possible activities, there is more spontaneous interest and Impetus on
the part of both teachers and children in whatever is selected.
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A siiggested program followa:
9:00 - 9:30 Group in a circle. (General conversation,
pictures, matching games, commands, a
story, or auricular training.
)
9:30 - 10:00 Free play or directed activity with all or
part of the group.
Individual work in speech or speech reading.
10:00 - 10:30 Bathroom, morning lunch, "brief rest.
10:30 - 11:30 Free play time, outdoors if possi"ble.
Individual work in speech or lipreading.
11:30 - 12:00 Quiet time for game, story, sense training,
or directed activity,
This is a simple routine, adjustable to many activities, yet
not tiring or confusing to the children. Each child has an opportunity
for individual instruction, as well as opportunity for group play and
use of all play materials. Quiet play is alternated with more active
play, The child will neither get restless from sitting too long, nor
overtired from too much activity.
Schools which dismiss the children at twelve o'clock do not need
to plan time for preparation for dinner. When the dinner is served at
the school, time must "be taken for washing, setting tables and serving
food. This meal should "be shared or supeorvlsed "by the teachers. If
the dinner is served at twelve o'clock, the children should finish and
"be ready for a rest a'bout 12:45. All children need a rest in the
middle of the day. Some children are a'ble to sleep, others are not;
but all should rest and relax for at least an hour after dinner.
Outdoor play should follow the nap period. This may be super-
vised play in the nursery school, or it may be that the children are
dismissed after their nap. In either case, the afternoon is the time
for active outdoor play whenever possible. There is no point in
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attempting "teaching”, that is, specific training in lipreading or
speech, in the afternoon. Children are not mentally or physically
able to concentrate for too long periods, and certainly not late in
the day. They need to exercise large muscles and to release pent-up
energies.
A good example of an all-day program is that of the John Tracy
Clinic in Los Angeles. * The explanatory notes, and lists of equip-
ment have been deleted.
9:00 Arrival. Eemoval of wraps. Free activity
10:00 Toilet. Fruit junce. Outdoor play.
11:00 Rest. Preparation for lunch.
11:40 Lunch.
12:30 Nap.
2:40 Dress.
3:00 Depart.
"Each child is given an individual work period each
day between 9:00 and 11:30. There is no particular
order in which the children are taken, except that the
youngest are usually taken early in the day; care is
taken to not interrupt an activity in which the child
is engaged, without notifying him in advance. Activities
include speech and lipreading preparation, actual speech
and lipreading work, .auricular training, 'sense training'."
A day of the nursery child in the residential school is spent
partly in school with the teachers and in dormitories supervised by
counsellors. Adequate time for play, rest, eating and bathroom routine
should be planned in a day which is not overtiring to the child.
Three programs will be described from information derived from
* This daily schedule was returned as part of the information
requested in the questionnaire.
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the questionnaires. The first is that vhich Sister Rose Antonia,
Principal of the St, Joseph Institute for the Deaf outlines for the
nursery school in that school.
7:00 - 8:00 Breetfast, toilet,
8:00 - 9:00 Play
9:00 - 10:00 Speech, speech reading.
10:00 - 11:00 Morning snack, play.
11:00 - 12:00 Speech, handwork, nap-rest.
12:00 - 1:00 Dinner, play
1:15 - 3:00 Nap.
3:00 - 5:00 Toilet, snack, play.
5:30 - 6:30 Supper, hath, hed.
The Leiington School for the Deaf in New York City has a very
large nursery school enrollment, and Mies Mary C. New, of that school,
describes the activities of the two groups as follows:
Weather permitting this group (Nursery l) will spend
as much time outdoors as possible. However, from the
group are pulled children for special tutoring in speech,
speech reading, and the start of the training of hearing.
This tutoring is done by one full-time teacher, and the
eight members of the Training Class — under supervision.
The group activity indoors or out, and the tutoring, is
over by 11:45 when children prepare for lunch. After
lunch, naps from 12:30 to 2:00. The children return to
the "school room" until 2:45 when the seventeen day
pupils go home -- the fourteen residents to their coun-
sellors. Special toys, playroams, toilets, etc, have
been put in for the residents for their after school
hours, as well as during school hours.
In Nursery II — the eighteen children are divided
into two groups; one stays with the nurserj' school
teacher, the other with her assistant. Each group spends
an equal amount of time outdoors (with big play things)
and Indoors (with seat materials), Frcm the indoor group,
the two trained teachers of the deaf draw children indi-
vidually or in small groups for intensive work in beginning
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Ispeech, speech reading, and hearing. *
The plan at the Rhode Island School was developed hy the admini-
strators of the school, the nursery school teachers, the pediatrician
and nursing staff, and the head of the household, in an effort to
design a program which would meet the needs of the young child, and at
the same time, fit a nursery school into the organization of a resi-
dential school.
The children rise "between six and six-thirty and have "breat-
fast at seven o’clock. School "begins at ei^t o'clock for the older
children. As soon after eight o'clock as the young children are ready,
and the older children ere in their classroomB, one nursery school
teacher goes to the dormitory for the children. It is desirable to
keep the nursery school children apart from the older ones for two
reasons. First, it is confusing and sometimes dangerous when five or
ten children, who are slow and often awkward, are walking down stairs
or along paths where "bigger children are hurrying to get to school on
time. They do not mean to push or to Jostle the little ones, "but
they are often thoughtless or sometimes do not see a child in the way.
Seccmdly, it is possi"ble that the young children may learn undesirable
habits from the older children. Babies who have never seen a "sign”
do not use them. In the larger schools, older children sometimes
become familiar with signs, or use their own, and the nursery age
child very soon imitates what older children do.
The teacher who goes to the doimitory for the children uses the
opportunity to talk to the nurse in the infirmary and to the counsellors
* Information included as part of the returned questionnaire.
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1about the health and well-being of the children. There is an exchange
of information among the teachers, the nurses and the counsellors at
least twice each daj — before the children are taken to school in the
morning, and after dinner when the children ret\a:n to the dormitory
for their rest.
In the schoolhouse, the children remove their wraps, hanging
them on hooks which are marked with an identifying picture end a
printed name. Each child has a drink of water, and goes to the activity
room where the chairs are arranged in a circle. The half hour from
8;15 to 8:^5 is spent in a group with various activities such as
matching games, a toy orchestra, or lipreading games. This half hour
may be lengthened or shortened depending on the interest shown by the
children.
The time from 8:^5 to 9:^5 is a free activiti' period indoors.
The children may choose whatever play material they wish to use.
Occasionally the time is used for a directed activity. Three times a
week, the children go to the rhythm room for rhythmic and auricular
work. During this hour, one teacher takes each child individually for
work in speech and speech reading. The other teacher supervises the
two playrooms, the children’s activities, and uses the time to talk to
the children individually and in groups as they play.
At 9:^5, “toys and play materials are put away and the children
are given cod liver oil, go to the bathroom and wash up for their mid-
morning lunch of milk or fruit Juice and a cookie. When each child is
finished in the bathroom, he returns to the activity room and chooses
a puzzle, a book, crayons or scissors, or sense training material for
q.uiet work until 10:15 when lunch is served.
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From 10:30 to 11:30 is play time, outdoors whenever the
weather is permissible. At 11:30, children and teachers return to
the dormitory where they prepare for dinner at 12:00. The teachers
supervise the children's dinner, serving the plates and helping to
instil good habits of eating and good manners at the table. At
12:40, the children are ready for their nape. Teachers are off duty,
and nape until 2:00 are supervised by the counsellors. From 2:00
until shortly after 4:00, the children play outdoors. At 4:30 there
are baths, the children are dressed in pyjamas and bathrobes, and
have their supper at 5:30* They are in bed by 6:30,
Each of the three daily programs is flexible, simple, and pro-
vide opportunity each day for the child to have play and work time,
adequate rest, and individual tutoring in the compensatory activities.
Each is planned with understanding of the age of the child, end the
degree of maturation which the child has attained.
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D. COMPENSATORY lEAINING
Work In sense training, rhythms, auricular training, speech and
speech reading is designed to help the deaf child overcome his handicap
and to enable him to live happily and usefully in a world of hearing
people. Emphasis may he placed upon one phase of the training at
certain times, hut all is part of the whole. Each is interrelated and
Interdependent one upon the other, and the program for the preschool
child should he planned with this in mind.
All compensatory training should he given to the young child
with imderstanding of his interests and stage of development. He needs
training in muscular coordination, in visual acuity and perception, in
the use of residual hearing, in memory and concentration, and in the
use of his kinesthetic sense.
When well-designed toys and play materials are provided in the
school, the child ahsorhs knowledge and develops skills naturally and
without conscious effort. Jungle gym, walking hoards, tricycles,
wagons, swings and similar e<iuipment develop and coordinate large
muscles. Pegs, scissors, crayons, puzzles, paints and plastocene use
and train the small and finer muscles, and develop eye-hand and-mind
coordination. Clear pictures for matching, form hoards, towers. Insets
of varying colors, shapes and sizes give experience in similarities and
differences. Games, rhythmic activities, picture stories and simple
directed hand work train the child to watch and to Imitate, Experience
with music, through the hearing aide, throu^ ”lietening” to the piano
and drum, make the child increasingly aware of vibration, and enables
him to distinguish time, accent and rhythm.
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The nursery school should provide the proper stimuli, and
through a wise plan of guidance, direct the child so that he learns
easily and naturally. All training of this type should he enjoyable
to the child. It should never he routine, tedious or dreary. It
should he regarded as an enriched program which will give the deaf
child added experience and minimize the effects of his handicap, not
as an added task to he Imposed upon him because he is deaf, ^e more
closely the deaf child is enabled to parallel the mental development
of the hearing child of his age, the more successful the compensatory
program will he.
Sense Training
.
Materials used in the nursery school to develop
. the senses of sight and touch upon which the deaf child depends s(s> much
should he attractive, colorful and interesting. Concepts of color,
shape, size and form can he developed in many ways, and most effectively
by allowing the child to use freely the puzzles, the pegs, the "educa-
tional toys", the paints, crayons and plastocene. Skills such as
.
lacing, tying, aoad buttoning are best acquired in practical situations,
rather than by use of artificially designed materials. Matching games
with pictures, geometric designs or colors train sight, memory and con-
centration, and the ability to discriminate.
The development of these concepts and skills are an important
part of the nursery school program for the deaf child. They are as
essential as the training in self-help, independence and imagination.
The dangers of eye strain, nervous fatigue and over-stimulation should
be recognized by the teacher, however, and care taken to protect the
child. Little children vary in their abilities to grasp such concepts
as color, shape or size, and in ability to coordinate large nryH aman
.
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muscles. Uniform performance "by all the children in the group is im-
possible and should not he expected.
Greatest success is attained hy exposing the child to the sense
training materials which have been proved worthwhile, and cdlowing him
by hie ovn efforts, carefully but unobtrusively directed, to learn the
skills and develop the concepts which he must know. Learning should be
acquired in a spirit of fun, stimulated by the child's curiosity and
natural desire to manipulate and experiment. A task which is success-
fully accomplished by the child produces more lasting results and gives
greater satisfaction to the child Tdaen it is initiated by his own
interest rather than as a problem arbitrarily set by the teacher.
Rhythms
.
The ability to appreciate music as a form of aesthetic
enjoyment and as a means of self-expression should be acquired by all
children. Hearing children enjoy singing, listening to music for ap-
preciation, and interpreting what they hear in rhythmi c activities.
The deaf child has this Inate love of music, and although he cannot
hear it, through training he can be made conscious of it. By substi-
tuting his sense of touch for the auditory sense, he can enjoy and
participate in many musical activities.
Teachers of the deaf realize that consciousness of vibraticai,
and ability to coordinate muscles, to discriminate and differentiate
time, tone, accent, pitch and volume are necessary in the development
of voice and speech. Development of these abilities should not, how-
ever, be the only reason for offering a program of rhythms and rhythmic
activities to the deaf child. Appreciation of music for its own sake,
and the satisfaction of music as a means of self-expression are
essential also.
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!Ehe nursery school must offer to the deaf child a program vhlch
will introduce him to music. It should he planned as an enjoyable part
of the daily program. The deaf child can he made to feel, as hearing
children in the nursery school often do, that a day without a "skip"
and the opportunity to listen to the piano is Incomplete,
Simple melodies, definitely accented and easily differentiated
in time and tone should he played. The child feels the vihratlon of
the music thru his hands or feet on the piano, the drum or the floor.
He is soon able to tell when the music stops, whether it is fast or
slow, hig^ or low, loud or soft. With his eyes closed, the young child
learns to tell these differences by touch alone. It is a game which he
plays enthusiastically and with interest in this new sensation of -sdiich
he may not have been conscious heretofore.
The deaf child enjoys playing in a toy orchestra with rhythm
sticks, bells, triangles and drvaos as hearing children do. His sense
of time and accent may not be perfect, but he enjoys the group activity,
the physical satisfaction of beating time and the feeling of rhythm and
accent. He is developing concepts of time, volume and pitch.
All children find satisfaction in the interpretation of music
in rhythmic activities. Older deaf children enjoy beLLlroom, folk and
square dancing as hearing children do. The nursery age child likes
physical activity for its own sake, and enjoys skipping, being a "horse”,
a "bunny", or an "elephant" to the music. He is soon able to distinguish
between the quick staccato chords that say "Jump" and the slow, even
rhythm which means the "elephant". Increasing ability to discriminate
between the various rhythms enables the child as he becomes older to
distinguish between the different dance rhythms, and afford the deaf
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child rnauj' hours of entertainment and enjoyment In dancing.
A consciousness of Tihraticai, the development of muscular co-
ordination, and the enjoyment of music are the primarj reasons for
developing a program of rhythms in the nursery school. It is one of
the most satisfying forms of self-expression for the deaf child.
Acoustic Training
.
Few children are totally deaf. Some residual
and usahle hearing is present although it is difficult to determine
how much the young child may have. Therefore each child should have
the opportunity to use whatever degree of hearing he may have in a
program of auricular training in the nursery school. He should he en-
couraged to listen, to hear whatever he is ahle, to learn to recognize
what he hears and to recall and reproduce it. Through acoustic train-
ing the child is aided in voice and speech development and in a natural
growth of language. He undoubtedly receives aesthetic satisfaction in
the experience of hearing the human voice, and in listening to music
and natural sounds in the environment.
The human voice one Inch from the ear is magnified many times,
and the child is often ahle to hear some sounds through his unaided
ear. The teacher should hahhle, talk and sing to the deaf child. He,
like the hearing child, enjoys the words and rhythm of the nursery
rhymes. He delights in the sounds of the dog, the kitty, the cow and
the sheep and tries to imitate them. Oftentimes it is impossihle to
determine Just what sounds the young child is ahle to hear and com-
prehend, hut anyone who has held a deaf child on her lap and talked
into his ear has seen the satisfaction and Joy which is shown.
Throu^ use of the hearing aids, the deaf child has the oppor-
tunity to become conscious of many sounds vith “vdiich he would otherwise
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"be unfamiliar. Perception of the gross sounds and ability to dis-
tinguish between them form the beginning of auricular training in the
nursery school. Bells, whistle, clapping of the hands, the drum and
the piano can be made audible throu^ the hearing aids. Recordings
of musical instruments, of common sounds in every day life and of
nursery rhymes are interesting to the preschool child, and offer ex-
perience in widely differing sounds. Association of the sounds with
the source should be made by showing the child the object or a picture
of it. He gains a mental picture and is able, with training and
practice, to reproduce the sound.
The child should be bombarded with natural language and en-
couraged to reproduce what he hears no matter how imperfect it may be.
The development of voice and speech is aided by using hearing in the
teaching of vowels, consonants, syllables and words. The amount of
hearing which he has, plus training in its use, is Important in the
production of natural voice and natural language. He should also hear
singing, laughing, crying and the natural sounds made by the human
voice. Hearing and imitating repetitive syllables is a game which all
young children enjoy. Spontaneous Imitative repetition of syllables
aid the child in the voluntary mastery of speech sounds.
The degree to which the child is benefited by the auricular
training in the nursery school depends upon the amount of residual
hearing, mental ability and degree of growth and maturation. Every
child should have the opportimity to use the hearing aids each day so
that each sense is utilized in his educational and mental growth. The
senses of sig^t, touch and hearing should all be trained if the deaf
child is to became as nearly like the hearing child as possible.
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Speech Beading. The teacher in the nursery school should under-
take to give the young deaf child understanding of speech as a means of
ccmmunication. He must learn that when the lips of a person move, an
idea or thought is "being conveyed to him. The child must learn to sub-
stitute his eyes for his lack of ability to hear. He must watch and
observe the face, the facial eipression and the lips of the person who
is speaking to him in order to understand what is being said.
This concept is best acquired by constantly bombarding the child
with speech. The teacher should talk to the child all the time. She
can greet him each morning with a few words, perhaps admire a toy or a
new article of clothing which he has. She calls him by name always,
and she speaks of all members of the group by name. She loses no oppor-
tunity to talk to the child about what he is doling, the toy with idiich
he is playing, what he is wearing, of the countless incidents which
occur during the nursery school day. She uses the simple, direct
language she would use with a hearing child of his age. She uses few
gestures and only those which are necessary to make clear a concept or
an idea to the child who has few words, and is Just beginning to have
knowledge of language meanings.
The young child is naturally observant, curious and inventive.
He soon leanis that the teacher is attempting to tell him something.
Because he wishes to do as others do and to imitate the behavior of
other people, he uses hie native intelligence and Imagination to grasp
the thought which is being given to him. As the young hearing child
learns by the constant repetition of words and simple phrases, so does
the deaf child, "Hello”, "yes", "no", "It's time to ---", "Go to the
bathroom", "Hang up your coat", "Be careful", "Come", "You will fall".
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Iare seen on the lips by the child many times. Spontaneously and
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casually he builds up a speech reading vocabulary, and learns to watch
the lips for directions and information.
The ability to watch and to understand an idea or thought depends
j
I
i upon many factors. Eyesight, degree of intelligence, muscular co-
I
i ordination, attention span and power of concentration all influence the
child's ability to develop this skill. Individual differences in this
ability are very great, and each child should be expected to progress
at the rate which he is able.
The teaching of speech reading falls into two classifications —
the casual and the specific. Through the bombardment of speech, the
child is made conscious of speech as a means of communication. It is
not expected that the child recognize each word on the lips, but that
he understand that he is being spoken to and that a response may be
expected of him. Each effort on the part of the child should be en-
couraged and praised. He should never be censured for failing to under-
stand what is being said to him. Patient repetition and help should
be given to the child so that each attempt on his part to understand is
successful. "That's right" and "Fine", accompanied by a smile and a
nod of approval, are soon comprehended by the deaf child, and serve as
a stimulus to further efforts.
The teaching of specific words should be done individually, and
made interesting and enjoyable to the child. Action words are easy for
the young child to remember. Such words as "bow", "Jump", "fall", "turn
around", "clap your hands", are easy to distinguish on the lips, and are
associated with an activity which the child enjoys for its own sake.
j
Names of objects which are within the child's experience should be
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taught. His shoe, his mouth, his thumh are easily seen and rememhered.
The hall with vhich he plays, a car, an airplane, a flower, his tooth-
brush are familiar to the child and have meaning for him.
Enlargement of the child *s liproading vocabulary should be
accompanied by understanding of the meaning of the words which he is
learning. Pictures of several types of airplanes, a variety of flowers,
balls of many sizes and colors, toy cars of different models, help him
to understand that one word may describe many variations of the same
object. It should be emphasized that these objects should be part of
his every day experience, and have meaning and interest to him.
The rate at which the child Increases his speech reading
vocabulary depends on his individual abilities. Careful records should
be kept of his progress as he acquires new words. The growing list
will be a source of satisfaction to him, to his parents and to his
teachers.
Voice Development and Speech
.
The task of the nursery school
is to give the young deaf child the feeling for speech, Uie desire to
use his voice, and to express what he thinks and feels through the
medium of speech. This ability will depend upon degree of intelligence,
power to coordinate, ability to observe, concentrate and remember.
These abilities must be trained and developed to their maximum degree.
Each child should have a time for an individual lesson in voice
production and speech each day. The length of the lesson and'tip>e of
work done will depend upon the abilities and interest of the child.
No success can be attained by forcing this type of instruction. It
must be an outgrowth of the child's Interest and desire to speak, and
the teacher must stimulate this interest and desire by every means of
jV ‘*
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which she is able.
The teacher should make the young child understand that he, too,
can convey his ideas and thoughts verbally. His organs of speech are
normal and he has babbled, cried and laughed as the hearing child does.
This is the period in his growth when speech and language patterns
should be developing naturally if he had hearing. Voice quality is
natural, and he enjoys using his voice as the hearing child does.
The hearing baby babbles, at first spontaneously and without
conscious volition. Throiagh repetition and variation, he learns to
coordinate muscles, the various parts of the mouth, throat and breath
which enables him to produce voluntarily the sounds which make up our
language. This writer believes that this is the pattern by which the
deaf child should be taught to talk.
One learns to speak by speaking, and the child should be en-
couraged to babble, and to converse with the teacher however imperfect
and meaningless to the adult the syllables may seem to be. The giving
of speech sounds and words by the child should not be regarded as an
imposed task, but should be spontaneous, free from tension, and an
interesting game which is fun to play.
Training in coordination of the senses of touch, of eight and
hearing aid the deaf child in use of his speech mechanism. In this way
voluntary mastery of isolated sounds and the acquisition of a meaning-
ful vocabulary is made. Teaching the young deaf child should be by
methods which will appeal, interest and stimulate him to use his voice
naturally and spontaneously. It should be made as simple and as free
as possible. It should follow, in general, the paths of development
by which the hearing child learns to speak.
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Consciousness of vibration, imitation ty the child of move-
ments hy the teacher, and utilization of residual hearing, shoiild he
used to huild up the speech patterns. Meaningful words, simple and
easy to imitate, should he given to the child so that his efforts to
reproduce them may he successful. It would seem that any effort which
the child makes to repeat a eyp.ahle or a word should he regarded as
an accomplishment, The hearing child is not able at preschool age to
utter each sound perfectly. Many times his abilities to coordinate
muscles, breath, tongue and the voice producing apparatus have not
been developed sufficiently. Hie "I", "e”, and "th" are often im-
perfectly uttered, hut with practice and repetition, he is able to
correct these faults. While it is not possible for the deaf child to
correct his defects in speech through hearing correct speech, more
accurate speech follows with training, practice, mental and physical
development.
The use of color in speech teaching for the preschool child
has been described by Miss Mary C, New 1 of the Lexington School for
the Deaf, It is based upon the principle of association in learning
and is designed to give the young child a tangible and visible symbol
by which he gains automatic control of breath and voice. Red is
associated with voice, blue with breath, and brown with the nasal
sounds, (Yellow is used for nasal sounds at the Rhode Island School,)
The child is able to feel the vibration of a certain sound or word, he
sees it on the teacher's lips, and associates the initial consonant
with the colored paper which she displays, and he hears it through use
^ Mary C, New, "Color in Speech Teaching," Volta Review
Reprint
,
Volta Bureau, Washington, D,C, 19^2, 12 pp.
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Xoc!jBr-;a aXdlalv dno eXdlsned a i>Ildo yiwox add avlg od al iuos
al leg .aolov Xxxb ridBoid lo Xoidorjo oid-VJOdiJB enl'i^ ad doidw Tjd
laaan arid ddiv nwoid xme ^xldaeid ddlv ajjid ^o^lo7 ddiv Xodslooeae
( .Xoodoti IwiBlal ef/Odg arid da aLruJOn laann 10I Xaoi; al voXXeY ) .ebmioa
od ^£)iov 10 XnXj'OQ ntB;f^eo a lo noidvxtl’ir arid iaal od aXa'a al XXido adT
dnsixoaxxoo iBldlnl edd aodalooeaB doe ^aqlX a'ledosad add no dl a^iaa
aai/ rlgjuoidd di amad ad bna ^a^^Iqaii) axis doidw lo^fWi i>aioloo oxid ddiv
velvog BdloV ".solriojaeT dooaq;?. nl 10X0O" ^waJI .0 xi'^M
.qq SI .Sii^X .O.C ^rjodsnldcjaVi ^jjBou;a ^^XoV
^
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of the hearing aids. He gains a mental association hy a game which is
interesting, colorful and has appeal to him. Through hahhling games,
he develops coordination, control and confidence. He is then ready to
Imitate words, which if speech is to he purposive and meaningful,
should he familiar and of interest to him. There is little to he
gained in rote memory of isolated words. Without meaning, all speech
becomes purposeless hahhle. The little child who calls his shoe a
I
j
"oo”, hut who knows the meaning of the word which he is attempting to
say, has made progress in the development of his speech patterns and
understanding of language meanings, v/lth practice and increasing
mastery, it will soon he "shoe”, and can he noted as one more accomplish-
i
ment in the oral training of the deaf child.
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al dold\r om&s, Si -^cf aojtd’BlooaBa Xsd'neini ja anlss eH .aJblii ^iurtori oricf 'to
^aacifls d^O’icHS .aiirl od Iseqqs aed i>ao Jjj^noloo ^snidae-iod^nl:
[
od xiarid al ©H . 3ono£)i‘3tnoo iirts Xoilxioo ^ao£^t&aU)10CD aqoLereb ©rf
^
Isj'tsatxiaem boB ©vleoqx'jq otf o& ai doeeqa ti iloidw ^afixow elB^lci
, erf orf eirfrfll ai ©x-^fiT .ixtd orf rfaexerfixi 1o baa xaillrjat ©rf bJuioda
iiooaqa IXs ^snliiBain rf;/oiirflW .a^ow fjerfsXoai vioxnofli ©rfox nt Xartlag
jS ooda aid alXao odw JbJLldo aXrfrfll ©riT .elrfrfarf oaelesoqu/q eamooerf
orf snljqyoo-^rfa al od doldv Jbxow lo &ain&©Di ©i-irf awoiot odw rfwrf
baa anxorflAq doeoqa aid “to ^aosaqoloveb ©lirf al saex^oxq ©Iwani aad
aalaaoxoai Jbna ©oirfoaiq rirflV« .asalfaaoai ©j^ejjsasl lo aaii)£xarfax©l)inw
-riallquiOooB ©xom eao db baton od aso bos ^’'eoda” ©rf aooa IIlw rfi ^x'^etem
,bltdo laeub ©drf lo j/tlalsirf Xsxo ©drf nl taena
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E. PAKEHTAL GUIDANCE
The parent of a deaf child needs and wants help in the training
and the education of his child. The nursery school should provide in
its program a definite plan which will coordinate closely the efforts
of the home and the school to give the deaf child the very test start
in life.
The parent, after ascertaining as soon as possible that his
child is faced with the handicap of deafness, should find the nursery
school which will offer to the child a good environment designed to
fill his particular needs. He should he willing to follow suggestions
and give whole-hearted cooperation to the school. He should understand
that it is only through their united efforts that any program of educa-
tion can succeed.
The nursery school, in its turn, can give concrete and specific
help to the parent. A series of lectures hy the teacher, the nurse,
and the dietitian will give parents understanding of the psychology of
the preschool child, knowledge of hie physical development and req.uire-
ments, and what to expect of him at certain age levels. They can he
made aware of the needs of the child who is deaf, what his capahilities
are, and how, through the methods of oral training, he can learn to
talk and to read lips.
A series of informal meetings with the staff of the school is
an excellent method of discussing methods and procedures, answering
q.ueetions which may puzzle a parent or teacher about an individual child,
or pointing out ways in which both school and home can, by a concerted
policy, attain a desired goal.
aopiAcnoo .XATiiaH/i<i .a
SCLtnirBid' erld* n± cried ed’nsw ixie 3i>eon Jblido Ixai) 3 lo Inoieq er®
oiiivoucf i)IjLX>r£fc* loorioR .^I-tdo old lo aot^^BOishQ edi^ baa
a^Jiol'io arid- 'iloeolo ed’/'fiiL'icoo IIlw riolifv hbIii ecfiiiilei) a ns^TSOiq; ad-i
d-isdo daecf arid Illdo leeL ex£d evijj od Xoorfea ©rid JbnB sinori erid
. 3*3:11 at
aid dflrid oIcTIbboci ae xioob a/3 ^Injwdiooojs lod’la ^daexfvj eilT
^leaixjrt srid i«ii‘5 Jbixroria ^seer^bBei) qeolijxisri erid ridlw iKJoel al jbllrio
od JboflylBel) dnomcoilvno Jboog « f>Ixrio orij od lo'ilo IIlv rioiriv loorice
BjooldBesyja woHol: od snllllv eri blfjoda eS .aleoa ii?Iuold‘i3CT aid XIll
Ixtada’ielmu JblaodB &H .loorioa erid od nDldaiocjiOoo led'xaori-eXoriw evlg Iob
- jso;;l>o
*
2:0 xsB'sjjonq; dexid ad-iO^le ledIra/ iledd ris^joirid \,lno el ot derid
.JjQ^oaue nBO noid
ol'tioeqe haa eda'xorDoo ovl^ nco ^xi’ajd &di at ^loorioa ^rreerusa erfr
^eaitrr: add ^lerioaed erid \,<f aeTOjdoei ±0 aelif.e A .dxtoxoq arid od qleri
to xsolorio^aq eriJ to srtliiat.-do'xoiycLtj edxxeicq OTlg IIlw aBl&ldotb add J&rts
-enlupai brtfl dnecaiolfjvab laolaV'I ©jd'elworcl ^Jbllrio looriaae’iq odd
ecf iiao ’^eifr .alevel ega nled'xoo da ax!ri lo doeow od dadw Jbxis ^sdnan
aeldlllcfBqBO aid dariv ^leoJb el oriv Jbllrio erid Jo afaaan odd 'io exave eriac
od nxeal nso eri ^golnlaxd lexo Jo abcdiea ©rid dgwoirid ^wori Ma ^oxs
.aqll jbflox od baa 2llfld
al loodoe odd 'i'xpda edd ddlv agiildooifii lecxolnl Jo aoixee A
galxewBTLa ^aerofloocxq Jbcy5 atoridoa gnJianx/OBlJb Jo Jboridaitt dneJLteore xie
^Jbllrio JiBwilvllMil no dxrocla xerioood xo dxioxsq 3 el:; 2«q \Afli dolriw axroldaei/p
Jbedxeonoo o 'ccf ^rcso e/sori xino loorioB ddoa dolriw ril a^w dno giildnloq xo
.laog boitaob 3 alBddB ^^tolloq
A program of parent participation in the nursery school is a
most desirable method of help for both parent and teacher. It is not
often that fathers can take time to observe in the school, but they
should be encouraged to do so as much as possible. The mother of each
child in the nursery school should be assigned a definite time when she
spends a day in the school, assists in the routine, and has the oppor-
tunity to observe her child in the group. Better understanding of the
individual child by his parent, and keener insight into his problems
and how they are met in the school, follow when the mother of a young
child sees her child, not only as she knows him in the home, but as he
adjusts in the nursery school group.
The nursery school gains by this program in that there is a
better feeling of '•belonging” on the part of the parent, and more
interest is shown and help given when she is a part of the group in
which her child is enrolled. The specific plan for parent participation
in the program must be worked out in each school with consideration for
the obligations of the mother to other members of her family. But each
mother of a child admitted to a nursery school should be expected to
assist in the nursery school for a certain time during the school year,
and she should be willing to undertake this for the sake of her child.
It is only by a complete sharing of information, hopes, plans
and methods by teachers and parents that the fullest possible program
for the education of the deaf child can be attained. The parent who
is naturally interested in hie child, and the teacher who is equally
interested in the progress of each child in the group, will gain
greatly by the closest cooperation and sharing of responsibility.
B el loodoa d’neisq; lo ios'ssoi^ A
d-on al d-I .•xodOBod’ baa d-nsxeq dd-ocf nol q[Io£i lo foddaa alrfEiiaai) d'son
d’j;rcf ^loorfoa ©xld' xix jiviocao od^ aativr ajtdo xibo aiefldB^ dBdd xiocrlo
xioa© 1o toridoa eifiC .sldieaoq ib aoumi aa oa ob od boaBiL-ooxt© ©d bliroila
ax(E norfv oxntd ©dirrllab a bexQ-iasB ©cf bltfoda looiioa X’loa'Lsa add- rii blldo
-'£05q;o adt aad baa ^eal&isoi ©i(d at adoleas ^loorioa add at xab js aMeaa
ojrfd lo gatboBd aiobiuf loddeE .qiroTij arid at bllria leri avioario od xd’loud
amaXrio'iq; aXri odot dxlalarri lofloo^f baa ^daoanQ. aid \,(f bllao laablylbal
Sowo'^ fl “lo lexfdom odd neriw wollol; ^loorioa odd al don ena '^add wori baa
od 08 djjcf ^acfcri arid at .laiil owofcC oria oa y,Iao doa ^Mlrio led aaoa MZrio
.vix/o-xfi XoorioB oX adaxxtJ&o
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flolJ-jaqloidiBq dnortcq loJ aalq olHoaqa axil .beXIom© al fiXlrio-aoxI doldw
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nias XXlv ^q[XiO’l& ©xid at bXirlo doa
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F. SDMMAEY
An attempt has been made to outline a program of preschool
education for the deaf child. The alms and objectives of the program
have been discussed. The minimum requirements in housing and equipment,
and the trcilning and duties of the personnel have been considered.
Programs for the nursery school activities have been suggested which are
based on the needs and abilities of the young child. It was indicated
that the campensatory training which is given to the deaf child should
be presented with his age and stage of development clearly understood.
The need of guidance for parents has been shown, and suggestions made
as to how this guidance may be given.
This projected program is an indication of the writer's theories
and methods by which this educational program should be developed. It
should parallel as closely as possible that which has been developed
for the hearing child. Effort should be made to interest and stimulate
the child in ways which will enable him to grow mentally, physically
and emotionally to the best of his abilities. The deaf child should be
regarded as a normal, active child, with an inquiring mind, differing
from the normal only in his handicap of deafness. Preschool education
can aid him to become socially mature, well-adjusted and a happy indi-
vidual. Through oral training, he becomes conscious of speech and
language and is able to be a useful member of the world of hearing
people. Understanding and close cooperation between nursery school and
the home will insure the most favorable growth and development of the
”whole child”.
loorfoeoTaj lo ns'cgo'ig b anxld-i/o oi Atv'in atocf aad oqiueJiB xiA
ra?'iSO’«i ary- to savid-oaf,do fjoo cjisIb ailT ..blirio ^ojb oiid 'xot nold-BOjiX>a
^dnexnq,lj:ip0 Ms p/rlGUod nl adnedQTtxjpa'i msahila ar^T .fiaaox/oei^ nooQ" avBrl
.Jbo'io^JtacEoo noad ev^.d. lomoaieq orfd to Qotdub bns Siiinieid ©rid ijoa
ercs rfoirivr Jbedaesswa nood ©vxjri asldiridoB loorion sdd lot auisijjci^
i)©dBoll)rxI aow dl .Mirfo sm/o\ odd to aotdilldB fuin aLoerr ©rid no J&eaBcT
jjjjjoriB Mirio *teo^ ©rid od novis oi riolriw ^nlnlBnd ^TodBanoqrnoo ©rid dsrid
,I>codaioi)ni; vlrtselo dnecoioleyaf) lo ©sede hns ©3« airi ridlvr nodnDaeiq ed
9l)jpc anoidasagua Jbno ^nworla nead eari adnaisq lol ©oofiJbirra lo boon ©riT
.noTla ©d rjm oonaiJLuB airid wori od aa
aei'xoadd a’lodiw ©rid lo noldBOjtdjnl na al aerQODq I>odo9i,o*3ri airIT
dl .beqolovjb ©d jfcltrorio frjL^TjsOTXI lanoldBOi;^ airid rioiriw \'.d aBortd-jfli iios
ioqolovoi n&©d aari rioiriw darid eldlaaoq a© vlaaoio aa iQllHiaq ilrroria
odiiXixmida baa daoiodnl od ebem od blLOria dno^Tf .i>Ilrio salineri orid lot
:XLaola^rfq ^^:IXedn©c: od nlri oldaxte Iliv rioiriw avsv ni Mirio orid
©d l>Jj[/oria i)Xltio “iBob oiTT .aoldlllda alri lo daod ortd od ^LLenoldoina furos
anlnaHli) ^luiln ^iiir/pnl no ridlw ^blldo ©vldoa ^lasnoa e aa l)QJb*xeso'£
noidsorrXo loorioaan^ .aaon'isol) lo qoolimBri ©Iri al ^v,IrK) lannon ©rid njon'l
-Ifcni ^qqBri a iin© Jbov^air^fjo-Ilew ^©ni/d“m 'cLLulooa ©mooed od rtfci bla aso
baa rtoooqa to airoloanoo aeaoood ©rf ^p/ilntand leno asr/onriT .IsrrXlr
Snliaori to blrow ory to nodjcou Ijj1©ojj a ©d od ©Ida al bao. e^tsrjaal
has loorioa vn©anr/n noewdod noldBnoqooo ea-»Io Xroj jinliuisdanoJbalJ .©Iqoaq
©lid "lo dnacijoXoval) rioe ridvoiji eS.da’soYat dac«i ©rid ©’lu cnl XXlw ©cjori ©rid
.”£)Il:iio ©Xoriw”
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(Sample of letter sent with questionnaire.)
I
November 10
,
19^7.
My dear Mr. :
As a candidate for a Master of Education degree at Boston
University School of Education, I am writing a thesis tentatively
titled "A nursery school program for deaf children".
I have been a nursery school teacher in the Rhode Island
School for the Deaf for the past five years, and would like to
incorporate my own ideas and philosophy of education into a
thesis. I also wish to know, naturally, what other schools for
the deaf are doing and thinking. Would you be kind enough to
fill in the enclosed paper?
Thank you very much for your kindness. An envelope is en-
closed for your convenience.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Doe, Principal,
School for the Deaf
City
State
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1, Do you have a nursery school group?
pny Residential
2, Age levels
3 , Huniber in the group, or groups? :
it, Hiffliber of teachers?-. ——
Training for the deaf?—;
Training in nursery school?—
5 . Is there provision for physical health of the child?
A plan for rhythm work and opportunity for use of hearing aids?
How many years has your nursery school been in existence?
Do you feel that your nursery school program has been successful?
-
9. Is your program of lip reading and speech work flexible and based
on the individual needs and abilities of the individual child?
10, CcBsiients
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